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ABSTRACT 
An Embedded Atom Method Investigation into 
the Lattice Dynamics of Metallic Surfaces 
by 
Richard Wilson, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2011 
 
Major Professor: Dr. D. Mark Riffe 
Department: Physics 
 
I have used the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) to investigate the vibrational behaviors 
of a large number of metallic systems. The systems examined are the bulk bcc metals Li, Na, K, 
Rb, Cs, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe, the bulk fcc metals Ni, Cu, and Al, the (100), (110), (111), and 
(211) surfaces of the Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs, and the (100), (110), and (111) surfaces of Ni and Cu.  
I have conducted a more detailed and extensive review of existing EAM models and their 
ability to characterize bulk vibrational behavior than has ever previously been reported. I show 
the ability of an EAM model to quantitatively predict the vibrational properties of the bulk alkali 
metals in excellent agreement with experiment.  
The present work remedies a lack of computational investigation into bcc metallic 
surfaces by performing lattice dynamics calculations of the (110), (100), (111), and (211) alkali 
metal surfaces. Additionally, I present lattice dynamics calculations on the (111), (100), and (110) 
surfaces of Cu and Ni.  An accurate set of surface Debye temperatures for these metal surfaces 
has been calculated.  
The extensive number of metals and planar geometries studied has enabled the 
identification and clarification of general relationships between surface phonons, surface 
iv 
coordination, and atomic density. The changes in vibrational behavior due to the truncation of the 
bulk near a surface can be understood by the consideration of three things: the vibrational 
behavior of a 1-D chain of harmonic oscillators, the bulk dispersion relation in the direction 
perpendicular to a surface, and the atomic coordination of near surface atoms. In general, 
relaxation causes force constants between atoms to stiffen, resulting in higher vibrational 
frequencies. The impact of stiffening on the vibrational characteristics depends largely on the 
surface geometry, as well as the particular properties of the metal. It can cause new surface modes 
and resonances, or cause surface vibrations to be more strongly coupled to the vibrations of bulk 
atoms. 
(201 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
An Embedded Atom Method Investigation into 
the Lattice Dynamics of Metallic Surfaces 
by 
Richard Wilson, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2011 
 
Major Professor: Dr. D. Mark Riffe 
Department: Physics 
 
The explosion in electronic devices over the last half century is a result of the successful 
development and application of theories that explain the physical properties of solids. For 
example, the theory of lattice vibrations developed in the first half of the 20th century has had a 
huge impact on our ability to understand and design devices. The idea that atoms vibrate together 
in grouped vibrational modes, called phonons, has enabled scientists to quantify the impact that 
atomic motion has on mechanical, thermal, electrical, and optical properties.  This has aided the 
creation of all sorts of useful technology ranging from electronics to optical devices. 
As technology becomes miniaturized, the size of device components becomes so small 
that the theories that have had so much success over the past half century must be modified to 
include the impact of small size. For example, the theory of bulk atomic vibrations ignores the 
impact of a solid’s surface. This is okay if the smallest dimension of a device component is a few 
microns (millionths of a meter) because only a tiny percentage of the atoms are on the surface.  
However, as device components approach a few nanometers (billionth of a meter), a significant 
percentage of the atoms are on or near the surface. For example, in gold nanorods being used in 
novel cancer research for radiating tumors, as many as one quarter of the atoms are on the 
vi 
surface. For this type of structure, ignoring the impact a surface has on physical properties is not 
okay. The surroundings of a surface atom are drastically different than an atom on the interior of 
the material. Most notably, surface atoms have one half as many surrounding atoms to interact 
with. This results in dramatic changes in the vibrational motion of these atoms, and can lead to 
effects like atoms rising in temperature quicker than typical for a bulk atom. 
This work investigates how the vibrations of atoms on or near a surface differ from atoms 
deep in the bulk. This is done by using a model called the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) that 
predicts the forces that atoms exert on each other when arranged in different structures. The first 
part of this work evaluates the ability of the EAM model to accurately predict bulk properties that 
are well known, demonstrating the predictive power of the model. The second part of this work 
uses the model to describe how atomic density and geometric arrangement of atoms near the 
surface impact the atomic vibrations. I find that being near a surface results in atoms vibrating at 
frequencies and amplitudes at which bulk atoms cannot vibrate. Finally, I explain how the surface 
vibrations change the thermal properties of atoms near a surface compared to atoms on the 
interior of the crystal.  
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CHAPTER 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Rapid progress in the synthesis and processing of materials with nano-sized features has 
created a demand for a greater scientific understanding of the vibrational structure associated with 
these features. As a feature’s size decreases, the ratio of its surface area to interior volume grows 
rapidly, increasing the impact the surface has on thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties. 
My research investigates the effects that different surfaces have on the lattice dynamics of metals. 
There are two main parts to this investigation: (1) finding a model that accurately predicts the 
vibrational behavior of bulk materials, and (2) using that model to investigate a wide variety of 
surface vibrational phenomena. The goal of this investigation is to accurately characterize the 
vibrational behavior of a variety of interesting systems and improve general understanding of 
surface and subsurface lattice dynamics. 
1.1. Bulk Lattice Dynamics 
The accurate prediction of bulk vibrational properties is a crucial testing ground for any 
theoretical model intended for lattice dynamics calculations. Numerous experimental and 
theoretical studies of bulk lattice dynamics provide a wealth of information that a model’s 
predictions can be compared to in order to determine the model’s predictive power. In this thesis 
the Embedded Atom Method (EAM) is used to create a model to accurately predict the 
vibrational properties of many fcc and bcc metal systems. These predictions are in strong 
agreement with experimental values. The EAM is a semi-empirical many-atom potential for 
computing the total energy of a metallic system [1]. The EAM successfully predicts a wide 
variety of physical phenomena such as surface dynamics, thermal expansion, grain boundary 
properties, dislocation properties, and alloy dynamics [2]. In the last decade this robust model has 
become a cornerstone in hundreds of Monte Carlo, molecular statics, and molecular dynamics 
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simulations, which predict a huge variety of physical properties including substitutional alloy 
thermodynamics [3], phase transitions [4], atomistic structure of screw dislocations [5], and 
surface segregation [6]. The EAM’s essential attribute for the current investigation is its ability to 
correctly reproduce the experimental bulk phonon dispersion curves of many fcc metals such as 
Cu, Au, Ag, Al, Ni, Pd, and Pt [2], as well as correctly explaining experimental measurements of 
phonons on the Cu and Ag (111), (100), and (110) surfaces [7].  
Despite the EAM’s proven ability to predict the vibrational behavior of both bulk and 
surface fcc metal lattice dynamics, EAM investigations into the lattice dynamics of bcc metals 
have had mixed results. Over the past 20 years there have been multiple EAM investigations into 
the lattice dynamics of body-centered cubic metals [8-13]. These efforts demonstrated the ability 
of EAM to correctly predict many qualitative features of the phonon dispersion curves, but did 
not match experiment well [9]. Recent efforts [10] have been more successful at closely 
replicating experimental data for the bcc metals; however, these studies continue to show larger 
deviations than expected, particularly for the alkali metals, given their simple electronic structure.  
While these investigations generally do not discuss the sources of deviation from 
experiment, a careful review of their results shows that the currently available EAM models for 
bcc metals are unsuitable for characterization of more complex systems, such as metal surfaces. 
One of the most common flaws is the use of inaccurate or inconsistent experimental inputs to 
construct the EAM potentials. For example Guellil and Adams used somewhat inaccurate lattice 
constants and elastic constants for sodium at room temperature and compared their results to 
phonon dispersion curves measured at 90 K, giving a false impression of the accuracy of their 
model. The accuracy of experimental inputs makes a significant difference in the accuracy of a 
model (addressed in Chapter 3). The EAM model that most successfully predicts experimental 
phonon dispersion curves [14] of the bcc metals was created by Y. R. Wang and D. B. Boercker 
in 1994 [13]. Its increased accuracy is due to a longer range interatomic potential model that 
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considers the five nearest neighbors, as opposed to the typical two. Additionally, Wang and 
Boercker used experimentally measured frequencies of modes near the Brillouin zone boundary 
as some of the experimental inputs. While the Wang-Boerkcker model does a better job of 
predicting vibrational behavior compared to other EAM models, it does exhibit several 
deficiencies. It often fails to match experimental dispersion curves as closely as one would hope, 
and it does a poor job of predicting the lowest longitudinal mode in the [110] direction, a low 
frequency mode that largely determines vibrational behavior at low temperatures.  
To use the EAM to investigate more complex systems and modern problems, such as 
surfaces and interfaces, it is necessary to resolve the questions left unanswered by these previous 
studies. Why do some of the EAM models fit the dispersion curves better than others? Can the 
predictive power of the EAM be improved by adjusting previously constructed EAM potentials? 
The present investigation aims to answer these questions. Chapter 2 describes the physics 
influencing different EAM models and explains why some work better than others. Chapter 3 
presents an improved version of the Wang and Boercker EAM model, which describes the bcc 
metals. Chapter 3 also examines the ability of many popular EAM models to predict 
thermodynamic properties. 
1.2. Surface Lattice Dynamics 
The vibrational behavior of atoms near a surface is drastically different than bulk atoms 
because of lower atomic coordination, reduced symmetry, and a redistribution of electronic 
charge. A detailed understanding of surface vibrations is necessary for many scientific tasks. 
Vibrational structure impacts the interpretation of a number of experimental techniques that are 
used to study solids and their surfaces, including but not limited to low-energy electron 
diffraction (LEED), core level photoemission spectroscopy [14], optical second harmonic 
generation [15], high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy [16], and atom and ion 
scattering. For example, a LEED study [17] investigating the (110) surface structure of potassium 
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concluded a surface plane was statically displaced; however subsequent theoretical investigations 
have suggested the diffraction observed was due to a soft phonon with a large amplitude in this 
direction [18]. Unfortunately this question has not yet been resolved [14], because current 
calculations of the mean square amplitude of the K (110) surface are limited. 
Knowledge of surface phonons is important in many other areas of surface physics as 
well. Vibrational degrees of freedom can control, through the associated entropy, surface alloy 
phases in some systems [19]. In the bulk, the thermal conductivity of a metal is almost entirely 
due to the electronic contribution, and phonon contributions can often be ignored. This 
assumption need not be valid near the surface where the lattice contribution to thermal 
conductivity is enhanced [20] and can be significant. Surface vibrational modes can also affect 
the stability of, and in some cases drive, surface relaxations and reconstructions. Investigation 
into electronic properties of surfaces can also require a detailed understanding of surface 
phonons. Studies of surface phonons have demonstrated that due to the reduced coordination at 
the vacuum interface, the electron-phonon interaction is stronger at the surface than in the bulk 
[21], especially in metals. This is important because a strong electron-phonon interaction in a 
metal will dramatically increase the electron density of states in the vicinity of the Fermi energy 
[22]. Finally, surface phonons have been shown to largely impact the decay of metal surface 
states [23].  
A specific type of longitudinal surface vibrational mode, commonly referred to as the 
anonymous longitudinal resonance (ALR) and believed to be present on all metal surfaces [16], is 
closely connected to the surface enhancement of electron-phonon interactions. The 
characterization of this resonance, and its importance in explaining surface behavior and 
interactions, is an example of the scientific impact of past EAM investigation of surface phonons. 
The EAM was the first theoretical investigation to correctly establish the exact nature of the ALR 
branch [24]. Nelson et al. showed the surprising result that despite being detected by Helium 
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Atom Scattering spectroscopy (HAS), a technique believed to be sensitive only to the motion of 
surface atoms, the ALR mode was actually localized in subsurface layers due to symmetry 
requirements. Subsequent Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT) studies [16, 21, 25] 
confirm helium atom scattering spectroscopy (HAS) can probe subsurface vibrational resonances 
through the phonon induced surface charge density oscillations, allowing the measurement of 
subsurface phonon dispersion in thin films such as ultrathin Pb and Fe films on Cu substrates [26, 
27]. In short, the investigation of fcc metal surface lattice dynamics with both experimental and 
computational techniques led to a more fundamental understanding of electron-phonon coupling 
at surfaces, and an expansion of the utility of HAS, a widely used experimental characterization 
technique.  
Despite the success of EAM in characterizing the vibrational properties of many fcc 
metal surfaces [2, 7], and the broad scientific impact of these investigations, there is only one 
limited EAM investigation of body centered cubic metal surfaces [28]. There are many reasons to 
believe detailed research into body centered cubic metal surfaces would yield interesting and 
important results because of differing atomic coordination, surface geometry, and longer-range 
forces. The body centered cubic metals have a lower packing factor than fcc metals, and as a 
result, atoms near a bcc surface are coordinated very differently than atoms on a fcc surface. 
Coordination is believed to be the major factor in many surface phenomena, such as electron-
phonon coupling [29, 30]. General conclusions concerning the impact of coordination are difficult 
to draw because of the almost exclusive focus of current theoretical investigations on the densely 
packed surfaces of fcc metals. While there are a limited number of theoretical studies on the (110) 
and (100) surfaces of lithium and sodium [28, 31, 32], and the (100) surface of potassium [33], 
similar work for other alkali metal surfaces is not available, and none of these investigations 
discuss the relationship between surface dynamics and surface geometry. The present work 
remedies the lack of computational investigation into bcc metallic surfaces by performing lattice 
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dynamics calculations of the (110), (100), (111), and (211) alkali metal surfaces, providing data 
on surface vibrations for a large variety of surface geometries. By comparing to the results to 
similar calculations for the (111), (110), and (100) surfaces of Cu, Al, and Ni, general 
relationships between the surface phonons, surface coordination and atomic density are identified. 
The current research also provides an accurate set of surface Debye temperatures for a 
variety of metallic systems. Because of the importance of being able to parameterize a surface’s 
vibrational character, surface Debye temperatures are widely employed for a variety of 
applications. For example, they have been used to easily quantify the amplitude of surface 
vibrations [34] and to explain size effects on phonon transport and electronic thermal resistivity 
and electrical resistivity [20]. Despite their utility and frequent usage, there are inconsistencies in 
many reported surface Debye temperatures and confusion about what the experimentally 
measured values represent. Additionally, quality theoretical calculations of surface Debye 
Temperatures are not available. In a now quite dated paper [35], D. P. Jackson used a simple 
Morse potential description of interatomic interactions to calculate the average surface vibrational 
frequencies of a variety of metals. Because of the extensive number of metals studied, this paper 
has been widely cited. However, Jackson’s calculation was overly simplistic, assuming only one 
atom was free to move, while the rest of the crystalline structure was fixed. Additionally, the 
accuracy of the results is quite suspect because it is now well known that the Morse-potential 
parameterization of metal-atom interactions is woefully inadequate. Therefore current work 
satisfies the need for a more modern and accurate calculation using the EAM.  
1.3. Overview of Thesis 
Chapter 2 reviews the origins of the EAM, the varying formulation methods, and 
application to lattice dynamics. Chapter 3 presents the results of an EAM investigation into the 
vibrational and thermodynamic properties of the bulk alkali metals. The application of the EAM 
method to other metals is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 compares EAM calculation of surface 
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relaxation and vibrational properties to experimental values. Chapter 6 deals with the application 
of the EAM method to the alkali metal, Cu and Ni surfaces, and with general relationships 
observed between atomic coordination and vibrational localization. Chapter 7 summarizes the 
findings of this investigation and discusses possible research problems that could be investigated 
in the future with the EAM program developed for this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. THE EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD 
The Embedded Atom Method (EAM) is a semi-empirical many-atom potential for 
computing the total energy of a metallic system [1]. The EAM provides a qualitatively accurate 
view of the interatomic forces in a metallic crystal, adapts easily to a variety of metals, has a great 
deal of inherent flexibility, and is very computationally efficient. For these reasons it is an ideal 
theoretical method for examining complicated metallic systems, such as surfaces. This chapter 
summarizes the theory and derivation of the EAM models that strongly influence or are directly 
used in the present investigation of metal lattice dynamics (presented in subsequent chapters). 
Section 2.1 discusses the advantages of EAM over alternative computational methods. Section 
2.2 discusses the flexibility of the EAM formalism, as well as the advantages this flexibility can 
provide. Section 2.3 outlines the application of EAM to crystal lattice dynamics. 
2.1. Theory  
Attempts to theoretically characterize the vibrational behavior of a solid can be 
categorized into three main groups: force constant models, semi-empirical methods such as the 
EAM, and first-principles investigations based on density functional theory. All of these methods 
have various strengths and weaknesses that determine the appropriateness of their use for a 
specific application. For the purposes of examining the vibrational properties of a diverse group 
of complex metal systems, the EAM is the best choice. 
Force constant methods involve empirical models that are conceptually simple and 
computationally efficient, but are often limited by their empirical nature. A force constant model 
views a solid as a periodic array of atomic masses each bound together by a spring-like force. A 
useful result arising from this picture is that the cohesive energy is a simple sum over the pair-
wise potential 	 between the atoms in the crystal 
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 = ∑ ∑ 	 −  , (2-1) 
where  and  run over all primitive lattice points, while   and  run over the basis atoms of the 
primitive lattice points, and 	 is the pair-wise potential between atoms of type  and  . This 
idealized picture of a solid has led to insight into the bulk vibrational spectrum of crystals [36], 
the range of interatomic forces in solids [37], electron-phonon coupling [38, 39] , and many other 
fundamental behaviors of materials. However, this model fails to predict many important solid-
state phenomena. For example, this view of a crystal struggles to correctly predict relaxation at 
metal surfaces (discussed in Section 2.4). The reason the force constant model fails is because 
there are contributions to the total energy that cannot be expressed in the form of bonds between 
pairs of atoms. That is, the bonding between atoms involves many-body interactions among many 
atoms [40], which cannot be simply described by Eq. (2-1). This failure is particularly important 
in a metal, where crystal bonding is often thought of as all atoms universally sharing valence 
electrons: a picture very different from atoms connected with springs.  
The EAM, as formulated by Daw, Baskes, and Foiles [2] , provides a more accurate view 
of a metal’s cohesive energy without drastically increasing the problem’s complexity. In the 
EAM framework the total energy of the metal is viewed as the energy associated with pair-wise 
interactions of the atoms, as well as the energy necessary to embed each atom into the charge 
density from the other atoms of the system. This is expressed analytically as 
 
 = ∑ ∑ 	 −  + ∑ "($) , (2-2) 
where $  is the charge density at the atomic site of atom  . Daw [40] demonstrated the 
theoretical soundness for the EAM by deriving Eq. (2-2) from first principles by assuming that 
the charge density at a particular lattice point in the crystal $ is only slightly different than a 
superposition of the individual atomic charge densities: 
10 $ = ∑ &  −  , (2-3) 
where &()  is the charge density at   due to atom  . This approximation is reasonable 
provided covalent bonding in the metal of interest is small, and large charge redistributions are 
not occurring. This approximation breaks down in the presence of covalent bonds because & 
depends on the scalar quantity  − , making it spherically symmetric, meaning it cannot 
model the directionality present in covalent bonds. The pair potential and embedding functions 	 
and " in Eq. (2-2) are obtained empirically by fitting to bulk material properties. The EAM model 
for the total energy of the crystal allows for a more sophisticated examination of crystal dynamics 
then the pair potential model in Eq. (2-1) allows.  
While the EAM depicts the total energy in a metal more accurately than a force constant 
model, it is still a large simplification that mainly ignores the details of a metal’s electronic 
structure. With the advances in computational efficiency gained over the last two decades, it is 
currently possible to calculate specific properties of materials using ab-initio quantum-
mechanical techniques whose only input information is the chemical composition of the 
materials. Density Functional Perturbation Theory (DFPT) is one such technique that is very 
successful at calculating lattice-dynamical properties [41]. Unfortunately, DFPT is a complex 
calculation that is very computationally intensive compared to force constant and semi-empirical 
models [42]. There are numerous assumptions and symmetries that can be taken advantage of 
when using DFPT to examine a relatively simple system, such as a monatomic bulk atom in a 
cubic crystal lattice. In less symmetrical systems, such as surfaces and thin films, the higher level 
of complexity in the problem can cause a DFPT approach to become computationally prohibitive. 
For these reasons, DFPT is generally limited to the investigation of specific problems and 
phenomena, such as the phonon anomaly observed on hydrogen saturated W and Mo (110) 
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surfaces [43], or the ALR observed on Cu surfaces [16], and is not well suited for a general 
investigation of a wide variety of different metals and surface geometries.  
2.2. Construction of an EAM Model 
The great success of the original EAM model [1] at overcoming some of the 
shortcomings of a pair potential model without a huge increase in computational requirements 
inspired dozens of alternative EAM models based on the principles originally outlined by Daw et 
al. While the Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) are universal to all EAM models, the specific forms of the 
embedding energy function ", the pair potential interaction 	, and the individual atomic density 
function & are flexible and vary depending on the physics of the problem at hand. The flexibility 
in the EAM constituent equations is one of the method’s strengths. The derivation of four EAM 
models is outlined below, along with a discussion of how each model arrived at the proposed 
forms for F, 	, and & and why they are well suited for the model’s intended application. The 
EAM model as originally defined by Daw and Baskes [1] is described in section 2.2.1. Johnson 
and Oh’s [8] successful adaptation of the EAM to the bcc metals is described in 2.2.2. Section 
2.2.3 summarizes the derivation of an EAM model proposed by Chanasiriwan and Milstein [11, 
12] to examine the elasticity of metals. Finally, section 2.2.4 outlines the derivation of an EAM 
model proposed by Wang and Boercker [13] for correctly predicting the dispersion curves of the 
bcc metals. Additionally section 2.2.4 discusses choices concerning the model’s experimental 
input parameters.  
2.2.1. The Original EAM Model 
Daw and Baskes [1] designed the original EAM model for the fcc metals Ni, Pd, Cu, Ag, 
Au, and Pt. The goal of this model was to be robust and computationally efficient so it could be 
used to examine metal systems with large unit cells. To accomplish this goal, the model’s range 
was limited to nearest neighbor interactions. To make the model robust and widely applicable to a 
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variety of problems, the general forms of the functions F, 	, and & were based on theoretical 
considerations instead of empirical ones. 
A simple nearest neighbor repulsive effective columbic interaction was proposed for the 
pair potential contribution to the energy: 
	'(() = )*())+() , (2-4) 
where Z is the effective charge. The embedding function " was found by requiring that the crystal 
energy as a function of lattice constant follow the universal binding curve of Rose et al. [44].  
"($) = 
,-.(/∗) − ∑ 	'(()'(   (2-5) 
where 

,-.(/∗) = −
12 ∙ (1 + /∗)45∗  (2-6) 
with 
/∗ = 566 789:,;<=.  (2-7) 
The constants />, 
12, Ω and B are the lattice parameter, the cohesive energy per atom, volume 
per atom, and bulk modulus (a measure of a crystal’s resistance to compression), respectively. Eq. 
(2-6), known as Rose’s equation of state, is an empirical expression intended to model the 
universal similarities observed in the response of a metal’s binding energy due to a change in the 
lattice parameter (pressure). The exponential term in Eq. (2-6) arises from an assumption that the 
most rapid variation in the binding energy as a function of separation will be exponential. The 
dimensionless quantity /∗, defined in Eq. 2-7, is a strain parameter that Rose et al. introduced to 
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remove material specific parameters from Eq. 2-6, making the equation of state universal to all 
metals. The impact of each metal’s unique atomic potential is contained in Eq. 2-7. 
The individual atomic density function, & in Eq. 2-3, was defined in the Daw model to be 
the sum of the contributions from the s and d orbitals, 
 &() = @&() + (@ − @)&A(), (2-8) 
where @ is the number of s electrons, and @ is the total number of electrons, and the exact forms 
for the functions &() and &A() are based on Hartree-Fock theory [1].  
The exact forms of F and Z were found by fitting to elastic constants, vacancy formation 
energy, and heats of solution through a matching procedure that resulted in a set of numerical 
values for F and Z as a function of . Despite only fitting to a few bulk properties, this EAM 
model successfully predicts a wide range of behaviors and physical properties not directly related 
to the fitting parameters. It has been used to successfully investigate bulk lattice dynamics, 
surface segregation, grain boundaries, alloys, dislocations, and the lattice dynamics of copper and 
silver surfaces [7, 24]. The success of this model in predicting physical phenomena is verification 
of the qualitative accuracy of Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3). Additionally, this model’s success 
demonstrates the merit of the methodology used for the model’s design. 
In principle, the form of the embedding function and pair potential can be derived from 
first principles. Instead, Daw et al. determined its form by fitting to empirical parameters that are 
highly influenced by the many-atom interactions in the solid [2]. Rose’s equation of state is used 
to determine the embedding function because it guarantees that anharmonic properties are 
properly treated. This is because Rose’s equation of state models the response of a metal’s 
binding energy to pressure and this response is highly impacted by the amount of anharmonicity 
in the crystal’s vibrations [2]. 
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There are several disadvantages of the Daw EAM model that make it inappropriate for 
the current bulk and surface investigations. The actual construction procedure for the pair 
potential and embedding function is complicated due to the lack of a simple analytic expression 
for the embedding function’s dependence on the electron density and the effective charge’s 
dependence on position. Most importantly, it only includes nearest neighbor interactions and as a 
result, cannot be easily adapted to the bcc metals where more distant neighbors are significant 
contributors to the cohesive energy of the metal [8]. Despite Daw et al.’s model being unsuitable 
for the current investigation, their work has greatly influenced it. The importance of using more 
fundamental theory in selecting the general form of the constituent equations and using many-
body dependent experimentally-measured properties to define the specific equations are two very 
important lessons that were incorporated into the EAM investigation presented in subsequent 
chapters, ensuring reliable results. 
2.2.2. The Johnson and Oh EAM Model 
The first successful attempt to use the EAM to describe the behavior of bcc metals was 
by Johnson and Oh (JO) [8]. This was accomplished by extending the range of interactions to 
second nearest neighbors and assuming the pair potential to be a cubic equation,  
	 = ∑ B C − 1DE> , (2-9) 
where 	 is the pair potential (the subscript ij present in previous equations involving the pair-
potential is omitted because JO only deals with monatomic metals),  is the equilibrium nearest 
neighbor distance and the coefficients B  are determined by fitting to experimental derived 
quantities, as discussed in detail below. Additionally, Johnson and Oh showed that many different 
proposed forms for the embedding energy function "($) were in fact equivalent. In the Daw et al. 
formalism, an effective two body potential can be extracted by adding the repulsive pair potential 
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with the two-body interactions contained in the many body embedding function. Johnson pointed 
out that an “EAM model is invariant to a transformation in which a term linear in the electron 
density is added to or subtracted from the embedding function and an appropriate adjustment is 
made to the two-body potential. The two-body potential becomes the effective two-body potential 
when this transformation is made such that the slope of the embedding function is zero when 
evaluated at the equilibrium electron density for the perfect crystal” [8]. An EAM model where 
the slope of the embedding function at equilibrium density is zero is called a normalized form of 
the EAM. Johnson and Oh proposed a different form of the embedding energy function than Daw 
et al.   
"($) = −(
12 − 
FGH)I1 − J ∙ ln	$ $NC O$ $NC P, (2-10) 
where 
FGH is the vacancy formation energy (defined as the change in internal energy of a crystal 
that results from moving an atom to a crystals surface to form a vacancy), $N is the equilibrium 
electron density for a perfect crystal and J is a semi-empirical parameter (discussed in Sec. 2.5). 
This form for the embedding energy is deduced from a more general expression that is consistent 
with tight binding theory [45], and other suggested universal forms [46, 47]. The (
12 −

FGH)	factor in Eq. (2-11) determines the amount of the cohesive energy contained in the many-
body interactions (a larger value of 
FGH will result in less of the total energy being from many-
body interactions), while the I1 − J ∙ ln	$ $NC O$ $NC P  term relates the rise in energy to the 
change in charge density, with a minimum embedding energy occurring at $ = $N. The parameter J determines the curvature of the embedding function and helps dictate the energy cost associated 
with a metal being in a state of nonequilibrium charge density. 
By extending the range of atomic interaction, the JO interatomic potential allows for the 
accurate modeling of the bcc metals. Similar to the Daw formalism, rather than deriving the pair 
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potential 	 and embedding energy function " from first principles, qualitative forms based on 
theory are proposed and then uniquely specified by fitting to well-determined material properties. 
Eq. (2-9) for the pair potential has four parameters, and thus requires four externally imposed 
conditions. Requiring the pair potential to exactly reproduce the experimentally measured values 
of the lattice constant /> , the Cauchy pressure QR , the shear modulus S , and the vacancy 
formation energy 
FGH will uniquely define Eq. (2-9) for any bcc metal. These four requirements 
necessitate the satisfaction of the following four linear equations: 
4	R + 3	R = 0, (2-11) 
15ΩS = 4(	RR + 	RR), (2-12) 
3ΩQR = 2 V	RR − WXYX +Z, (2-13) 

FGH = −4	 − 3	, (2-14) 
where  
	[\ = ]^W(+)]_^  . (2-15) 
These equations allow B> ,	B ,	B , and BD  in Eq. (2-9) to be expressed in terms of the four 
experimental inputs. Eq. (2-11) is the requirement that the energy be at a minimum when / = /> 
(zero pressure), equations (2-12) and (2-13) can be derived from Eq. (2-2), and Eq. (2-14) is an 
approximation for the energy required to form a vacancy (move a bulk atom to the surface). 
Instead of using the form of the density function used by Daw in Eq. (2-9), Johnson 
defined a simple monotonically decaying exponential function to represent the individual atom 
electron density, a function that behaves very similarly to the Hartree-Fock theory derived 
expression, but is much simpler to use: 
&() = &N45`V aab5Z, (2-16)  
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where &N is a material specific parameter. It should be noted that &N does not impact the model 
because the embedding function does not depend on the absolute value of the charge density, but 
rather the ratio between the charge density and the bulk equilibrium value [Eq. (2-11)]. The 
number 6 in the exponential in Eq. (2-16) gives the individual atomic density a rate of charge 
decay that is very close to that of the Hartree-Fock theory derived expressions used in Daw’s 
model. 
The Johnson and Oh model has many excellent features. The relatively simple analytic 
forms of Johnson and Oh’s EAM equations make this model easy to construct. Another 
advantage of this model is that since atomic interactions only span to the second nearest neighbor 
it is very computationally efficient. The introduction of a normalized form of the embedding 
function results in a massive simplification when calculating a lattice’s vibrational frequencies 
(discussed in greater detail in section 2.3). Unfortunately, for the purposes of characterizing the 
lattice dynamics of the body centered cubic metals the JO pair potential is not very successful 
(see discussion in Chapter 3). A more sophisticated pair potential is necessary to accomplish this 
task. While the JO pair potential is not adequate for the current investigation, the simple analytic 
form of the density function proposed by JO does a good job of characterizing surface relaxations 
and has been used to characterize the surface vibrations (Ch. 5 and 6). 
2.2.3. Chanasiriwan and Milstein EAM Model 
Chanasiriwan and Milstein (CM) built on the work of Johnson and Oh and Daw et al. to 
construct a set of more accurate EAM potentials capable of characterizing metallic properties 
related to higher-order elasticity. The CM form of the pair potential was defined to be 
	() = c( − )d∑ (Kfr)ff`E>  , (2-17) 
where  is the cutoff distance, and c and Bf are determined from experimental input parameters. 
This form of the pair potential (a tenth order polynomial)  is purely empirical. The ( − )d term 
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ensures the potential will approach zero as r approaches  . CM instituted the requirement 
suggested by Daw et al. that the cohesive energy as a function of lattice constant follow the 
universal binding curve of Rose et al. [44] to define the embedding energy [Eq. (2-5)]. However, 
the equation of state differs slightly from the one used by Daw, with the inclusion of a third order 
term in /∗ that Daw et al. neglected,  

,-.(/∗) = −
121 + /∗ + h/∗D45∗, (2-18) 
where h is determined based on the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. In order to satisfy 
higher-order elastic properties of metals, CM showed an oscillating form of the individual atomic 
density function must be used, and defined it to be 
&() = ijb klm()ijXm\f	()n , (2-19) 
where  and   are positive parameters and o and o are determined by experimental inputs. CM 
found in order to properly describe higher-order elastic behavior, the pair potential must extend 
out to at least the third nearest neighbor in both fcc and bcc metals. The experimental input 
parameters used to uniquely define the pair potential and individual atomic density function are 
the lattice parameter /> , the vacancy formation energy 
FGH , the cohesive energy 
12 , the 
second-order elastic constants Q , Q , and Qd , and finally the third-order elastic constants Q,	Q,	QD,	Qdd,	Q``, and	Qdp`. 
The model proposed by CM is fairly accurate at predicting the dispersion curves for both 
bcc and fcc metals (Chapter 3, 4). It is as successful at recreating the experimental dispersion 
curves of the fcc metals as the original EAM model proposed by Daw and Baskes [1]. Like JO, it 
has a simple analytic expression for the pair potential that can be found by solving a set of linear 
equations as outlined in several journal articles by CM. I have used the CM pair potentials in 
Chapters 4 and 6 to examine bulk and surface vibrational dynamics of Cu and Ni.  
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There are several reasons the CM model is not used exclusively in this investigation. One 
major drawback of the CM model is the third-order elastic constants used to define the model are 
not well determined experimentally and good values are generally difficult to find in the 
literature. Additionally, the embedding function does not have an analytic form as a function of 
the electron density, and is not normalized, which increases the difficulty of lattice dynamics 
calculations. While CM did provide a sound theoretical justification for the oscillatory form of 
the density function [Eq. (2-20)], the actual form of the function was selected for entirely 
empirical reasons. The form they chose yielded good results, but no more fundamental theory was 
involved in its design. This is allowable when trying to replicate experimental measurements with 
an empirical model, but can be problematic when using the model to predict phenomena not 
directly related to the experimental inputs, such as surface phonons. Finally, the CM model does 
not provide as good a fit to the alkali metals as one would expect, given that their simple 
electronic structure should allow them to be nearly perfectly described by an EAM model. 
2.2.4. The Wang Boercker EAM Model 
In an attempt to remedy the inability of the Johnson and Oh EAM model to accurately 
predict dispersion curves, Wang and Boercker (WB) created an EAM model based on the JO 
formalism, but with several important changes. The first major difference is the pair potential. 
The general analytic form of the pair potential proposed by WB is 
	() = ∑ B q C − 145 bC 5Xr`E>  ,  ≤ p. (2-20) 
The range of the pair potential is extended to include up to the fifth nearest neighbor, as opposed 
to the two nearest neighbors in the JO model. Additionally, instead of a simple polynomial form 
like the one JO used [Eq. (2-9)] the above form of 	 allows for more variation in the shape of the 
pair potential curve. The form of Eq. (2-20) is purely empirical; there is no theoretical 
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justification for the potential to be of this form. The parameter  is a free parameter chosen by 
WB in a way that resulted in visually pleasing dispersion curves. I give different criteria for its 
selection in Chapter 3. The coefficients B in Eq. (2-20) are determined from experimental inputs 
in a similar manner to those in the JO pair potential. In addition to the experimental inputs used 
by JO, three more experimental inputs are required to uniquely determine the pair potential 
coefficients, B. Experimentally measured phonon frequencies are used as experimental inputs, a 
desirable feature if the goal is to accurately recreate experimental dispersion curves. The set of 
seven equations used by WB to determine the coefficients, B, for a bcc metal are 
4	R + 3	R + 6D	DR + 12d	dR + 4p	pR = 0, (2-21) 
15ΩS = 4(	RR + 	RR + 4	DRR + 11	dRR + 4	pRR), (2-22) 
3ΩQR = 2 V	RR − WXYX + 	DRR − WuYu + `d	dRR − `d WvYv Z, (2-23) 

FGH = −4	 − 3	 − 6	D − 12	d − 4	p, (2-24) 
D`wx>> = 	RR + 2WbYb + 3	dRR + 6WvYv , (2-25) 
dwxbXbX> = dD	RR + 	RR + 	DRR + 	dRR + D WbYb + WXYX + 3WuYu + pd WvYv , (2-26) 
DywxbXbXbX,{ = 	RR + 2WbYb + D	RR + 3WXYX + 3	dRR + 6WvYv + 2	pRR + 4W|Y| . (2-27) 
Equations (2-25) – (2-27) fit the potential to the specific frequencies indicated on the left 
side of the equations. Fitting to these frequencies makes sense, as they are on the Brillouin zone 
boundary and are not redundant with the elastic constants, which determine the dispersion curves 
in the long-wavelength limit. However, the specific frequencies chosen are flexible and 
sometimes fitting to alternate modes results in a better overall fit to the dispersion curves. When 
constructing the EAM potential, the following equation can be used instead of any one of Eqs. (2-
25) – (2-27), with the result that the potential will be fit to different frequencies.  
21 DywxbXbXbX,} = 	RR + WbYb + D	RR + 3WXYX + 7	dRR + 6WvYv + 2	pRR + 4W|Y| . (2-28) 
Wang and Boercker limited the application of their formalism to the body centered cubic 
metals. I have expanded it, deriving the equations that are necessary for applying it to the fcc 
metals. The equations for determining the pair potential are 
12	R + 6	R + 24D	DR + 12d	dR + 24p	pR = 0, (2-29) 
15ΩS = 6(	RR + 	RR + 6	DRR + 4	dRR + 10	pRR), (2-30) 
4ΩQR = a>   V	RR − Wb
Yb Z + 2 V	RR − WXYX Z +3 V	DRR − WuYu Z + 2 V	dRR − WvYv Z + 2 V	pRR − W|Y| Z (2-31) 

FGH = −6	 − 3	 − 12	D − 6	d − 12	p, (2-32) 
along with any three of the following four equations: 
wx>>,{  = 8	RR + 8WbYb + D` 	DRR + y>D WuYu + 16	pRR + 16W|Y| , (2-33) 
wVx6bXb,{ Z = 6	
RR + 10WbYb + 4WXYX + >D 	DRR + yD WuYu +4	dRR + 12WvYv + 12	pRR + 20W|Y| , (2-34) 
wVxbXbXbX,{ Z = 8	RR + 4WbYb + 4	RR + 8WXYX + D` 	DRR + pD` WuYu + p` 	pRR + >dp W|Y| , (2-35) 
wVxbXbXbX, Z = 2	RR + 10WbYb + 4	RR + 8WXYX + yD 	DRR + ddD WuYu + pp 	pRR + `yp W|Y| . (2-36) 
The second major difference between the WB model and the JO model is the individual 
atom electron density function, &(). Rather than choosing it to be a monotonically decreasing 
function, WB used a more sophisticated form of the screening potential based on the Lindhard 
theory of screening: 
&() = Δ klm	(i) bC u , (2-37) 
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where Δ is a scaling factor that WB claims does not impact the phonon spectrum, h is the fermi 
wave vector of the metal, and  is an arbitrary phase factor. The Lindhard theory, in contrast to 
the Thomas Fermi theory of screening, does not assume a slowly varying screened potential. In 
metals with longer range forces and more complicated electronic structures, such as Mo and Nb, 
the Lindhard theory of screening may be more accurate. Additionally, instead of assuming the 
total electron density is a superposition of individual atom electron densities, WB assumed that 
the total electron density was a sum of perturbations on some background density: 
$' = $>I1 + ∑ &('()( O.  (2-38) 
where $>is the background density. Wang and Boercker used the same form of the embedding 
function as JO [Eq. (2-10)], but instead of treating J as a free parameter, they included the bulk 
modulus, B, as an experimental input parameter to determine J’s value: 
J = 895p9,;<=5,b i∑ () ∑ Y() , (2-39) 
where @ is the number of atoms at the nth neighbor distance, .  It should be noted that while 
WB neglected this detail, Eq. (2-39) depends on the absolute value of Δ in Eq. (2-37). The value 
of this parameter is not rigorously defined in the WB model, and instead is arbitrarily set to 0.1.  
Therefore, Eq. (2-39) only defines J in terms of a different free parameter. 
The resulting EAM model recreates the dispersion curves of the body-centered cubic 
metals better than any other EAM effort. It predicts a number of phonon anomalies that are not 
accurately characterized by other EAM models. The WB individual atomic density function in 
Eq. (2-37) is appealing as it is based on the Lindhard theory of screening, but is still simple and 
easily used in contrast to the Daw form in Eq. (2-9) based on Hartree-Fock theory. There are 
several drawbacks to the WB model generally, and the treatment of the electron density 
specifically. One problem in the EAM proposed by WB is certain choices for  in Eq. (2-20) can 
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result in pair potential curves with two local minimums, giving curves a bumpy look (discussed in 
Ch. 4), and as a result, do not inspire a great deal of confidence in their physical accuracy. 
Additionally, both the phase parameter  in Eq. (2-37) and the scale of the perturbation on the 
background charge density, as determined by Δ in Eq. (2-38) are not defined from experimental 
inputs, and are purely free parameters. WB offered no discussion of how these values should be 
determined, and there are numerous combinations that result in good results for bulk vibrational 
properties. This is problematic when conducting surface calculations, as different combinations of 
these values predict different surface vibrational phenomena. 
2.2.5. Many-body Interactions 
For the purposes of the present investigation into surface vibrations, it is especially 
important that the many-body interactions of the metal are well simulated. Many-body 
interactions are critically influential in surface relaxation, which affect the surface vibrations. The 
Daw and CM models treatment of many-body interactions models anharmonic properties 
successfully. The JO treatment of many-body interactions does a good job at modeling surface 
relaxation (addressed in Ch. 5). When characterizing bulk vibrations, the specific forms of the 
density function and embedding function is not critically important (addressed in Ch. 3). While 
the different models treat the many-body interactions differently, all treatments have the same 
basic result of stiffening the longitudinal bulk vibrational modes. When it comes to the surface 
lattice dynamics, all the treatments are not equivalent. For example the WB model embedding 
piece often stiffens intralayer force constants of the surface atoms, while the JO model softens 
them. The JO treatment of many-body interactions was used in all surface calculations because it 
is computationally simple, its form is general and does not to be changed significantly from metal 
to metal, and it is not purely empirical because it is an approximation for the more fundamental 
Hartree Fock theory expression. 
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2.3. The EAM and Lattice Dynamics 
The phonon spectrum can be derived from Eq. (2-2) by expanding the total energy of the 
crystal in a Taylor series about the equilibrium positions of the atoms. Following Ibach’s [48] 
nomenclature for lattice dynamics, this can be expressed as 

(' + ') = 
(') + ∑ X,;a*n+ ''( ( … , (2-40) 
where  and  run over all primitive lattice points, while   and  run over the basis atoms of 
these primitive lattice points, and ' is the displacement from equilibrium of atom  in the  
direction. The derivatives of the potential  
X,;a*n+ = B   (2-41) 
are known as the force constants and are analogous to the force constants in a coupled harmonic 
oscillator problem. The quantity −B'( ∙ ( is the force exerted on atom  in unit cell  in the 
  direction when atom   in unit cell m is displaced by a distance (  in the   direction. 
Assuming the displacements ' take the form of plane waves, the equations of motion can be 
written as 
−x '(¡) + ∑ ∑ ¢££nB ei¡∙(¦−¦)( uβ = 0, (2-42) 
where  '  is the amplitude of vibration of the   atom in the   direction, w  and w  are the 
masses of the  and   atoms, and ¡ is the wave vector. The dynamical matrix is defined to be 
©ª'«((¡) = ∑ 17ww B ei¡∙(¦−¦) . (2-43) 
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The amplitudes and frequencies of vibration of a crystal lattice for any wavevector ¡ can be 
determined by finding the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix for that 
wavevector.  
Inserting the EAM expression for a crystal’s total energy [Eq. (2-2)] into the expression 
for the force constants in Eq. (2-41), and substituting the definition of the dynamical matrix in Eq. 
(2-43) yields the following expression for the dynamical matrix: 
©Y'Y((¡) = 17ww 
∑ q©1 +©2 +©3 +¬4o1 +¬4o2 +¬­­rYYY ∙ 4¡∙V¦′−¦′Z + +∑ q¯1 + ¯2 +¬¯,4o1 +¬¯,4o2 +¬¯,­­rYYEY   (2-44) 
where  
© = "YYRR $YY °±±
±² &YYR YY − YY VYY*5YnY*Z³YY5YnY³ ∙´∑ &RYY YY −  VYnY+5+Z³YnY5³ µ¶··
·¸
, (2-45) 
© = "YYRR ($YY) °±±
±² &YYR YY − YY ∙ VYnY+5YY+Z³YnY5YY³ ∙´∑ ¹&R (|YY − |) VYY*5*ZYY5 »YY µ¶··
·¸
, (2-46) 
©D = "YYRR ($YY) °±±
±²´∑ ¹&R (|YY − |) VYY*5*ZYY5 »YY µ∙ &YYR YY − YY ∙ VYnY+5YY+Z³YnY5YY³ ¶··
·¸
, (2-47) 
¬Nj = 	"YYR $YY °±±
±² &RR YY − YY VYY*5YnY*Z³YY5YnY³ VYnY+5YY+Z³YnY5YY³
+&R YY − YY ¼VYnY+5YY+ZVYnY*5YY*Z³YnY5YY³u − *+³YnY5YY³½¶·
··¸ ,  (2-48) 
¬Nj = "YYR ($YY) °±±
±² ´&YYRR YY − YY VYY*5YnY*Z³YY5YnY³ µ VYnY+5YY+Z³YnY5YY³ +
&YYR YY − YY ¼VYnY+5YY+ZVYnY*5YY*Z³YnY5YY³u − *+³YnY5YY³½¶·
··¸ , (2-49) 
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¯ = "YYRR ($YY) °±±
±²¹∑ &RYY (|YY − |) VYY*5*ZYY5 » ∙¹∑ &RYY (|YY − |) VYY+5+ZYY5 » ¶··
·¸
 ,  (2-50) 
¯ = ∑ ¹"RR $ ´&YYR  − YY&YYR  − YY VYY+5n+Zn5YY Vn*5YY*Zn5YY µ»YY , (2-51) 
¬.,Nj = 	"YYR ($YY)∑ °±±
±² &RR (|YY − |) VYY*5*ZYY5 VYY+5+ZYY5 +&R (|YY − |) ∙ ´ *+YY5 − VYY*5*ZVYY+5+ZYY5u µ¶··
·¸YY , (2-52) 
¬.,Nj = ∑
°±±
±±²"R $ °±±
±² &YYRR  − YY VYY+5n+Zn5YY Vn*5YY*Zn5YY +&YYR  − YY ∙ ´ *+n5YY − Vn+5YY+ZVn*5YY*Zn5YYu µ¶··
·¸
¶··
··¸YY .  (2-53) 
¬¾¾ = 	∑
°±±
±±² 	′′ V³′ ′ − ′′³Z
V′′−′ ′Z³′′−′ ′³
V′ ′−′′Z³′ ′−′′³
+	′ V³′ ′ − ′′³Z ¼V′ ′−′′ZV′ ′−′′Z³′ ′−′′³3 − ³′ ′−′′³½¶··
··¸≠′′ , (2-54) 
¬.,¾¾ = ∑
°±±
±±² 	′′′′  − ′′
´′′− µ³ −′′³
V −′′Z³ −′′³ +
	′′′  − ′′ ∙ ¼ ³ −′′³ − V −′′ZV −′′Z³ −′′³3 ½¶··
··¸ ≠′′ , (2-55) 
and &R and &RR represent the first and second spatial derivatives of the atomic density function.  
The symmetry of the structure being examined has a large impact on the complexity of 
the calculation and the computational requirements. For the case of a monatomic bulk metal, Eq. 
(2-44) simplifies significantly; ©, ©, ¯ and ¯m are all zero due to symmetry. If the embedding 
function "  is normalized, i.e. if "R$NÀ = 0  is satisfied, then 	¬Nj , ¬Nj , ¬.,Nj ,and 
¬.,Nj are all zero. The expression for the dynamical matrix is then reduced to  
©Y'Y((Á) = ∑ 1w Âq©3 +¬­­rYYY ∙ 4¡∙V¦′−¦′Z + q¬¯,­­rYYEYÃ .  (2-56) 
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The impact of symmetry on the difficulty of a lattice dynamics calculation is amplified by 
the EAM’s inclusion of many-body interactions. Each EAM model specifies a cutoff distance, 
past which atoms do not interact. Due to the many-body interactions, the location of atoms twice 
the cutoff distance away can impact an atom’s vibrations. This is because an atom can see the 
charge density at the atomic sites of its surrounding atoms, out to the cutoff distance. However 
the charge density at those sites is a superposition of all of the atoms surrounding that site out to 
the fifth cutoff distance. A graphical schematic of this fact is shown in Fig. 1. These indirect 
many-body interactions have a significant effect on the computational efficiency of the EAM, 
increasing the number of required computations by more than a factor of 40, as it is necessary for 
the summation in ©D to include surrounding atoms out to twice the cutoff distance to prevent 
neglecting some many-body interactions. Symmetries associated with bulk atoms allow for 
simplification to reduce this computational requirement, but this simplification is not possible in 
more complex systems.  
Another factor influencing the simplification of Eq. (2-44) involves whether the system 
being examined is monatomic or contains multiple atomic elements.  A monatomic metal without 
bulk symmetry, such as a slab with a finite thickness, can be simplified from Eq. (2-44) because 
the density for atoms in different unit cells (but in the same layer) will have equivalent densities, 
 
 
FIG. 1. A graphical schematic of the EAM picture of atomic interaction [49]. Ä& is the cutoff 
distance, or the distance the atom can see. (a) Atoms i and j are not in each other’s spheres of 
sight and do not interact. (b) Atoms i and j are not directly in each other’s spheres of sight but 
because atom m is in both i’s and j’s sphere of sight, i and j do have many-body interactions 
through m. (c) Atoms i and j have two-body interactions directly and many-body interactions. 
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i.e., $ = $. Additionally, due to the finite extent of the atomic interactions, the charge density 
away from the surface will rapidly approach the equilibrium bulk value, resulting in ¬Nj , 
¬Nj , ¬.,Nj , and ¬.,Nj  all converging to zero, assuming a normalized form of the 
embedding function. Away from the surface, symmetry will result in © , © , and ¯  all 
approaching zero.  
It is often convenient to conceptualize an effective pair potential that includes all two-
body interactions. Because ¬Nj , ¬Nj , ¬.,Nj, and ¬.,Nj  all are two body expressions 
(despite coming from the many-body embedding energy function) and are sometimes lumped 
with ¬¾¾ and ¬.,¾¾ and referred to as the effective pair potential contribution to the dynamical 
matrix, 
Å'( = "'R($')&'' − ( + "(R$(&'' − ( + 	'(' − (.  (2-57) 
 In a normalized EAM ¬Nj , ¬Nj , ¬.,Nj , and ¬.,Nj  are all zero when the electron 
density is at equilibrium and the effective pair potential is zero. Near the surface the electron 
density is significantly reduced due to the reduced atomic coordination, resulting in an effective 
change in the metal’s pair-wise interactions. 
The EAM is an ideal theoretical model for tackling metal lattice dynamics for several 
reasons. The derivation of an EAM model from experimental inputs is a huge advantage when 
attempting to characterize the lattice dynamics of a great number of systems. Once a 
computational EAM model has been constructed for a specific metal, it is a relatively simple task 
to adjust the same computational model for a different metal as only the initial experimental 
inputs need to be changed. Similarly, the independence of the general form of the pair potential 
and embedding energy function from the specific atomic configuration is significant when 
attempting to characterize different surfaces. The model does not need to be completely re-
derived to look at the (100) surface of a metal as opposed to the (110) surface. All that must 
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change are the vectors defining the lattice. The difference in charge density of the two surfaces 
will result in an automatic change in the pair-wise interactions through the effective pair 
potential.  
2.4. EAM and Surface Relaxation 
The reduced charge density in a metal near a surface plays a major role in surface 
relaxation.  One of the strengths of the EAM is that it can accurately characterize the role charge 
density plays in relaxation. Generally the equilibrium positions of the nearest neighbor and 
second nearest neighbor of an atom are such that the nearest-neighbor interaction is repulsive, 
while the second nearest neighbor is attractive. Typically, this results in a predicted expansion of 
the distance between the surface and first under-layer when compared to the bulk value. This is 
not the observed behavior for metals. Nearly all metal surfaces experimentally display an inward 
contraction of the spacing between the nearest and next nearest neighbor [50]. Physically, this can 
be explained by the positively charged nuclei wanting to submerse themselves in the negatively 
charged electron gas, resulting in a lowering of the total energy if the atoms move inward. The 
EAM correctly explains this contraction as a result of the lower negative charge density at the 
surface and the reduction in energy associated with the positive ions moving inward. As the layer 
moves inward, there is a slight increase in the pair potential contribution to the total energy. 
However, this is negated by a large reduction in energy from the embedding energy.  
The curvature of the embedding function will determine the amount of relaxation. If the 
embedding function is relatively shallow, the pair potential contribution to the total energy will 
dominate and the relaxation at the surface will be positive. If the embedding function curvature is 
larger, the pair potential contribution to the total energy will be dominated, and the relaxation at 
the surface will be negative. The parameter J in the JO embedding function [Eq. (2-11)] largely 
determines the curvature of the embedding function in the JO model. Adjusting J allows the JO 
embedding function to be easily modified to accurately characterize the qualitative behavior of 
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surface relaxations.  For the calculation of surface lattice dynamics in Ch.5 and Ch. 6,  J is treated 
as a semi-free parameter and is adjusted so the model qualitatively agrees with experimental 
relaxation data. 
2.5. Conclusion 
The EAM method is an excellent choice for characterizing the bulk and surface 
vibrational behaviors of metals. Its basis in more fundamental theory, along with its empirical 
nature, makes it computationally efficient, accurate, and flexible. It can be used to calculate 
surface vibrations efficiently and is easily adaptable to a variety of surface systems. It is 
important to use the right forms of the constituent equations when performing an EAM 
calculation, and there are many EAM models to choose from. In this investigation the Daw, JO, 
CM and WB models were carefully examined for potential use. The constituent equations of 
these four models are summarized in Table I. While the Daw model is not sophisticated enough 
to model bcc metals, its effectiveness at modeling many different fcc metal behaviors 
demonstrates the importance of choosing the right material properties for potential fitting and 
basing the forms of the equations on more fundamental theory. This was a factor when selecting 
the specific forms of equations to use in the present investigation. In this investigation a slightly 
modified version of the WB pair potential and WB embedding function are used to characterize 
the bulk vibrations of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe. The CM pair potential and JO 
embedding functions are used to characterize the bulk vibrations of Ni and Cu. The WB pair 
potential and JO embedding functions are used to characterize the surface vibrations of Li, Na, K, 
Rb, Cs, and Al. The CM pair potentials and JO embedding functions are used to characterize the 
surface vibrations of Ni and Cu.  The model chosen for each metal’s surface calculations is based 
on the pros and cons of each model discussed in this chapter and the results of bulk calculations 
presented in Chapters 3 and 4.  Further justification for these decisions will be provided in 
Chapters 3 and 4.  
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CHAPTER 3 
3. BULK VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE ALKALI METALS 
This chapter comprehensively studies the ability of the Wang Boercker (WB) EAM 
formalism to accurately predict the vibrational behavior of the alkali metals. The WB model’s 
accuracy is improved by carefully selecting experimental input values and selection criteria for 
parameters Wang and Boercker treated as free. The ability of the improved WB EAM potential to 
effectively model the vibrational spectrum of the alkali metals is shown by comparing it’s 
predictions to past EAM efforts. Finally this model is used to calculate a complete set of Debye 
temperatures for all the alkali metals. The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 
discusses the construction of the EAM potential and the need for accurate input parameters. 
Section 3.2 compares the model’s success at predicting vibrational properties to results from other 
EAM models and to empirical force-constant models. Next, the role of temperature in the 
construction of an EAM potential is discussed in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 explains 
discrepancies between the EAM predictions for cesium and experimental measurements. 
3.1. EAM Model Construction 
The EAM formalism proposed by Johnson and Oh (JO) was the first effort that led to 
reasonably successful EAM potentials for the body centered cubic metals [8]. As a result of this 
success, the EAM potentials described by JO have been used in a number of theoretical studies. 
Moreover, there have been many subsequent attempts to improve the accuracy of the EAM 
potentials produced by the JO formalism. In addition to using the same basic methodology as JO, 
many of these subsequent models, such as Guellil and Adams [9], utilize the experimental 
quantities that JO tabulated. Unfortunately, JO did not carefully select experimental inputs and 
better values are available. For example JO used a value of 5.344 Å  for potassium’s lattice 
constant, larger than the 5.33	Å value from many experimental studies [51-54]. Additionally, 
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while many of the values JO used are for room temperature, this has not stopped people from 
comparing the results of this model to low-temperature measurements [9]. Consequently the JO 
model, and subsequent EAM models based on JO, are less accurate than possible. This is also 
true of the EAM potentials proposed by Wang and Boercker [13].  
Because a crystal’s phonon dispersion relation in the long-wavelength limit is directly 
determined by a metal’s elastic constants [36], the experimental input values for the elastic 
constants must be accurate in order for the model to successfully characterize the lattice 
dynamics. The lattice parameter and atomic mass largely determine the magnitude of the 
vibrational frequencies. Therefore, these parameters are also critically important. For the purposes 
of bulk lattice dynamics, the absolute values of the cohesive and vacancy formation energies are 
not as important, since the interatomic force constants depend only on the slope and curvature of 
the crystal’s total energy [Eq. (2-41)].  
To improve the accuracy of the Wang Boercker model, the potential’s construction is 
modified in three significant ways: First, the free parameter  is made semi-empirical by basing 
its value on the results of a thorough investigation that characterized its effect on the potential and 
its predictive power (described in Section 3.3). Second, J is treated as a flexible fitting parameter 
whose value should result in the best fit to high-symmetry longitudinal dispersion curves for each 
alkali metal. The atomic density function parameters , Δ, and h are not adjusted because the 
specific form of the atomic density function [Eq. (2-37)] does not have a large effect on the EAM 
potential’s ability to model bulk vibrational properties. Finally, the most significant change made 
was determining the best available values of experimental input parameters. The values were 
arrived at by examining all available literature [51-80] and averaging the results deemed most 
accurate. Table II lists the best values of the elastic constants, the lattice parameter, cohesive 
energy, and vacancy formation energy of the alkali metals at the lowest common temperature 
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where experimental vibrational data is available. Table III lists values at higher temperatures in 
order to compare high- and low-temperature EAM potentials (Section 3.3). 
Figure 2 compares the lithium dispersion curves predicted by the original Wang and 
Boercker potential with a potential made using the revised construction. This figure illustrates the  
effect varying  from 0 to 0.514 has on the lowest transverse mode in the [110] direction, where 
the revised potential does a superior job at matching experimental results. The impact of using 
more accurate experimental inputs is most apparent in the dispersion curves in the [100] direction 
 
TABLE II. Physical constants of Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs used as input parameters at the lowest 
common temperature available. 
      
 Li Na K Rb Cs Ç (K) 98 90 9 12 50 Q ′ (100 Mbar) 1.10 0.72 0.37 0.27 0.21 S (100 Mbar) 6.9 3.8 1.86 1.42 0.99 È> (100 Mbar) 12.8 7.58 3.67 3.05 2.21 /> (ang.) 3.48 4.24 5.24 5.59 6.05 
12 (eV) 1.63 1.11 0.93 0.85 0.80 
ÉÊ (eV) 0.40 0.36 0.35 0.30 0.28 Ë>> (Thz) 9.0 3.58 2.21 1.38 0.96 Ë>(Thz) 9.1 3.82 2.40 1.50 1.07 Ë(Thz) 7.0 2.88 1.78 1.13 0.78 
M 6.94 23.0 39.1 85.5 132.9 
      
TABLE III. Physical constants of Li, Rb, and Cs used as input parameters at higher common 
temperature than Table I. 
     
 Li Na Rb Cs Ç (K) 293 298 120 280 Q ′ (100 Mbar) 1.0 0.61 0.24 0.19 S (100 Mbar) 5.7 2.8 1.2 0.77 È> (100 Mbar) 12.1 4.59 2.8 1.86 /> (ang.) 3.51 4.287 5.62 6.15 
12 (eV) 1.63 1.113 0.85 0.8 
ÉÊ (eV) 0.4 0.36 0.3 0.28 Ë>> (Thz) 8.7 3.34 1.33 0.90 Ë>(Thz) 6.9 3.53 1.48 1.07 Ë(Thz) 9.0 2.68 1.1 0.7 
M 7.0 23.0 85.5 133 
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near Γ . The original WB model predicts a dispersion curve slope that is smaller than the 
experimental data, while the revised potential closely matches experiment. Similarly, a poor 
choice in the experimental input frequency results in the WB model having poorer agreement 
near Η. Table IV and Table V show the parameters that define the low temperature and high 
temperature potentials using the revised construction procedure. These EAM potentials more 
successfully characterize the vibrational behavior of the alkali metals than any previous 
computational effort.  
3.2. Vibrational Properties Calculated with the Revised Wang Boercker Model 
The best way to assess a theoretical model’s validity is to compare its ability to predict 
physical properties with experimental values. The bulk vibrational properties of the alkali metals 
are well known. For instance, neutron scattering experiments measuring phonon dispersion 
curves are available for all the alkali metals [36, 51, 81-83]. Additionally, there is experimental 
data available on the contribution of atomic vibrations to many thermodynamic properties. In this 
section I compare the revised Wang Boercker (WBR) model’s predictions to experimental 
 
 
FIG. 2. Li Phonon dispersion curves. The red dashed lines represent dispersion curves predicted 
by the original WB potential [13]. The solid black lines represent dispersion curves predicted by 
the revised WB potential. The black and blue dots represent transverse and longitudinal 
experimentally measured modes respectively for Li [56]. 
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Li 
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TABLE IV. Parameters for the pair potential in Eq. (2-20) and embedding function in Eqs. (2-10) 
and (2-37) for the alkali metals at the indicated temperatures. 
      
 Li Na K Rb Cs Ç 98 90 9 12 50 B>	(eV) -0.0648 -0.0476 -0.0445 -0.0458 -0.0332 B	(eV) -0.0276 -0.0687 -0.1135 -0.1045 -0.1378 B	(eV) 1.9353 1.5840 1.6076 1.5803 1.4450 BD	(eV) -12.897 -6.0068 -5.298 -5.9359 -4.4029 Bd	(eV) 48.456 15.593 11.082 15.618 8.7098 Bp	(eV) -84.114 -25.445 -14.970 -24.443 -11.611 B`	(eV) 52.075 16.509 8.6408 14.961 6.8076  0.505 0.514 0.47 0.495 0.45 J 2.3 2.8 3.5 3.8 2.5 2h 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75  -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 
∆ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
      
TABLE V. Parameters for the pair potential in Eq. (2-20) and embedding function in Eqs. (2-10) 
and (2-37) for the alkali metals at the indicated temperatures. 
     
 Li Na Rb Cs 
 293 298 120 280 B>	(eV) -0.0691 -0.0514 -0.0431 -0.0173 B	(eV) -0.0213 -0.1343 -0.1286 -0.1649 B	(eV) 1.8866 1.5448 1.5310 1.3759 BD	(eV) -13.739 -3.8113 -5.4054 -4.9667 Bd	(eV) 55.870 4.2839 14.099 13.818 Bp	(eV) -101.05 -2.3328 -22.278 -23.592 B`	(eV) 64.013 0.5005 13.740 15.605  0.505 0.0 0.48 0.45 J 2.3 2.8 3.8 2.5 2h 6.75 6.75 6.75 6.75  -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 
∆ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
     
 
dispersion curves.  I calculate Debye temperatures and compare this data to experimental values. 
 The level of agreement with experiment achieved by the WBR model is not possible 
with other current EAM models. To demonstrate this, the WBR predictions are compared to the 
predictions of three other EAM models. First, I compare to JO’s EAM potential because it is the 
most widely cited EAM formalism for the bcc metals. Next, I compare the EAM potential 
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suggested by Chantasiriwan and Milstein (CM) because it is reasonably successful at recreating 
experimental dispersion curves. The final comparison uses the original Wang Boercker (WB) 
potential and demonstrates the improved accuracy of WBR. While not shown here, the WBR 
model is better at predicting vibrational properties than all other EAM potentials that have been 
proposed for the alkali metals [10, 28, 49].  
3.2.1. Dispersion Curves Comparison 
Figure 3 compares experimental phonon dispersion curves obtained with neutron 
diffraction to those calculated with the present WBR model and the JO and CM models. The 
current EAM potential is superior to the JO and CM potentials for all the alkali metals with the 
possible exception of CM’s ability to predict the lithium dispersion curves. However, JO and WB 
did not extend their EAM models to Rb and Cs, so no comparison between WBR, JO, and WB is 
shown for those two metals. The WBR potentials do a superb job of recreating the experimental 
dispersion curves of Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs at low temperatures, with only minor deviations from 
the experimental curves. 
It is worth distinguishing between the two primary reasons EAM models deviate from 
experimentally measured dispersion curves: a lack of carefully chosen input parameters, and an 
inherent limitation in the model. Figure 2 shows the WB model is capable of very closely 
predicting experimental dispersion curves for Lithium with the proper choice of the input 
parameters. The deviation between experiment and the predictions of the original WB model is 
not due to a limitation in the original WB formalism. Instead, the deviation is a result of not using 
the best available experimental input parameters. The JO model is a good example of how an 
EAM model can deviate from experiment for both reasons. The JO model, as defined originally, 
does an exceptionally poor job of predicting Lithium’s dispersion curves (Fig. 3).  If the model is 
rederived using the experimental input parameters in Table II, the agreement improves (Fig. 4). 
However, no choice of experimental input parameters will result in the JO model successfully 
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predicting the magnitude of the longitudinal phonon modes near the Brillouin zone boundaries 
and simultaneously predicting the low-frequency, Debye-like, vibrational modes.  In this respect 
the model is inherently limited. However, no choice of experimental input parameters will result 
in the JO model successfully predicting the magnitude of the longitudinal phonon modes near the 
Brillouin zone boundaries and simultaneously predicting the low frequency, Debye like,  
vibrational modes.  In this respect the model is inherently limited. 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 3. Phonon dispersion curves along the high-symmetry directions for the alkali metals. The 
solid black lines represent the dispersion curves predicted by currently proposed model, WBR. 
The black and blue dots represent transverse and longitudinal experimentally measured modes 
respectively for Li [56] , Na [36], K [81], Rb [82], and Cs [83]. The red dashed line and blue 
dashed line are the dispersion curves predicted by the JO potential [8] and CM potential [12], 
respectively. The experimental data for Cs are not directly measured modes from neutron 
spectroscopy, but instead from an empirical model fitted to directly measured phonon data [83]. 
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FIG. 3. (Continued) 
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It is interesting to note the JO model always under predicts the longitudinal frequencies in 
the [100] direction more than in the [110] direction (Fig. 3). This is likely due to the distance 
between (110) planes being smaller than the (100) planes. The JO model is under predicting the 
stiffness associated with these short wavelength longitudinal vibrations because it cuts off after 
the 2nd nearest neighbor. In the JO model, a plane of (100) atoms can only see the two nearest 
(100) planes. The CM model and the WB model, both of which include forces from farther 
neighbors, do not consistently under predict the longitudinal modes near the Brillouin zone 
boundaries (Fig. 3). 
3.2.2. Vibrational Contribution to Thermodynamic Properties 
While a visual examination of a model’s ability to match dispersion curves can 
sometimes indicate a model’s effectiveness, a more detailed analysis is often required.  For 
example, a comparison of the dispersion curves of sodium calculated by the WB and WBR 
potentials (Fig. 2) could lead to the erroneous conclusion that both potentials describe the lattice  
dynamics equally well. An examination of a potential’s ability to accurately predict a metal’s 
 
 
FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion curves along the high-symmetry directions for Li. The solid black lines 
represent the dispersion curves predicted by the JO model using the experimental input 
parameters in Table II. The black and blue dots represent transverse and longitudinal 
experimentally measured modes respectively for Li. The red dashed line are the dispersion curves 
predicted by the JO potential using the JO input parameters [8].  
[q00] [qqq] [qq0] 
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density of states, thermodynamic properties, and frequency moment Debye temperatures provides 
a more quantitative method of evaluating a model’s ability to correctly characterize a metal’s 
lattice dynamics.  
The density of states Ñ(Ë) for the alkali metals were found numerically by calculating the 
normal modes associated with a cubic mesh of points across the irreducible section of the body 
centered cubic Brillouin zone (Fig. 5) and plotting a histogram of the calculated normal mode 
frequencies [84]. The information contained in the density of states is summarized by finding the 
frequency moments [85]  Ò, 
Ò = Ó ÔÕ(Ô)AÔÖ×6Ó Õ(Ô)Ö×6 AÔ . (3-1) 
These frequency moments are often expressed as Debye temperatures, defined as  
ΘÙ(n) = ℏÛÜ qfiDD Òr fC   (3-2) 
 
for  > −3 and  ≠ 0. For  = 0, the definition is 
ΘÙ(0) = ℏÛÜ exp ÂD+ Ó àf(Ô)Õ(Ô)AÔÖ×6 Ó Õ(Ô)Ö×6 AÔ Ã.  (3-3) 
If a Debye density of states is assumed, the  = −3 Debye temperature is defined to be the 
Debye temperature that gives the low-temperature limit of the metal’s heat capacity. Once the 
density of states Ñ(Ë) is calculated for a given metal, the contribution of the lattice dynamics to 
the thermodynamic properties can be found by treating each normal mode as a quantum harmonic 
oscillator and utilizing Bose-Einstein statistics. The vibrational contribution to the total energy is 
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FIG. 5. The first Brillouin zone for bcc metals. ΓΡΝΗ is the irreducible piece [86].  
 

 = h ∑ q+ (xã,¾)r ℏxã,¾ã,¾ = @Ó ℏx q+ NℏÖ äåæ⁄ 5r ∙ Ñ(x)èxÔ×>  , (3-4) 
where (xã,¾) is the occupation number of frequency x at wave vector q and polarization ­, and 
@ is the total number of normal modes in the crystal. Differentiating the vibrational contribution 
to the total energy with respect to temperature yields the vibrational contribution to the specific 
heat at constant volume: 
Q = h ∑ éêℏÖã,ëäåæ ìXíℏÖã,ë äåæ⁄VíℏÖã,ë äåæ⁄ 5ZX îã,¾ = Ó éê
ℏÖäåæìXíℏÖ äåæ⁄íℏÖ äåæ⁄ 5X î ∙ Ñ(x)èxÔ×> . (3-5) 
The vibrational entropy is 
¯ = h ∑ ïI1 + (xã,¾)O ∙ ln1 + (xã,¾) − (xã,¾) ∙ ln(xã,¾)ðã,¾ . (3-6) 
The average vibrational amplitude in a lattice of cubic symmetry is 
  = ñ∑ q+ (xã,¾)r ℏÔã,ëòÔã,ëX =ã,¾ Ó q+ NℏÖ äåæ⁄ 5r ℏòÔ ∙ Ñ(x)èxÔ×> .  (3-7) 
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Once known, these thermodynamic properties are often expressed and interpreted in 
terms of the Debye model, expressing them as temperature dependent Debye functions. The 
entropy Debye temperature ΘÙó (T) is the Debye temperature that results in the correct value for a 
metal’s vibrational entropy at temperature T assuming a Debye density of states. Because of 
differences between the Debye model and the true phonon spectrum, it is necessary to allow ΘÙ 
to vary with temperature in order to accurately reproduce the metals entropy. The Debye density 
of states that will result in the correct result for sodium’s entropy at 5 K is not the same Debye 
density of states that will predict sodium’s entropy at 100 K. The function ΘÙó (T) characterizes 
these differences. In an analogous way, the specific heat Debye temperature ΘÙô(T), and the mean 
square amplitude Debye temperature ΘÙõX(T)	may be defined. Expressing the thermodynamic 
properties in this manner allows information about the complexity of the vibrational spectrum to 
be portrayed in a relatively simple manner. Additionally it allows for a comparison between 
vibrational spectrum information extracted from experimental measurements and the results of a 
theoretical calculation. It follows from the high-temperature expansions of specific heat [Eq. (3-
5)] 
Q = Ó Â1 −  V ℏÔåZ +⋯Ã ∙ Ñ(x)èxÔ×> , (3-8) 
entropy [Eq. (3-6)] 
¯ = @h Ó Â1 + ln VåℏÔ Z + d V ℏÔåZ +⋯Ã ∙ Ñ(x)èxÔ×> , (3-9) 
and mean square amplitude [Eq. (3-7)] 
  = Ó Â1 +  V ℏÔåZ +⋯Ã ∙ Õ(Ô)ÔX èxÔ×> , (3-10) 
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that in the high-temperature limit the specific heat Debye temperature converges to ΘÙ(2), the 
entropy Debye temperature converges to ΘÙ(0) , and the mean square amplitude Debye 
temperature converges to ΘÙ(−2), where ΘÙ(n) is defined in Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3). It can also be 
seen by examining Eq. (3-7) that the mean square amplitude Debye temperature converges to 
ΘÙ(−1)  in the low-temperature limit. So by calculating the frequency moment Debye 
temperatures, a great deal of information can be portrayed about many different thermal 
properties. 
3.2.3. EAM Predicted Thermodynamic Properties of the Alkali Metals 
3.2.3.1. Comparison with Past EAM Models 
The frequency moment Debye temperatures of Li, Na, K, and Rb as calculated by the 
WBR, WB, CM, and JO potentials are compared to experimental values [87] in Fig. 6. The 
experimental frequency moment Debye temperatures were extracted from specific heat data by 
Martin et al. through the method described by Tosi and Fumi [88] with the assumption that the 
lattice specific heat is purely harmonic at a temperature below ΘÙó . The WBR results for sodium, 
potassium, and rubidium are all in excellent agreement with the experimental data. For Li and Na, 
WBR does a better job of matching experiment than WB, while both models match experiment 
equally well for potassium. While agreement with experiment is poor for lithium, this is expected 
as lithium undergoes a martensitic phase change at low temperatures, going from a purely bcc 
phase at 90 K to a mixed phase of hcp and bcc [87]. This phase change has significant effects on 
the crystal’s vibrations. While sodium undergoes a similar phase transition, it is possible to put 
sodium in a purely bcc phase at low temperatures via a cyclical annealing procedure [87], and so 
low temperature thermodynamic properties of the bcc phase are available. The specific heat data 
used to extract the frequency moment Debye temperatures in Fig. 6 is for purely bcc phase 
sodium. A comparison of the entropy Debye temperatures predicted by the EAM potentials and 
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experimental values is shown in Fig. 7.  Again, there is excellent agreement between WBR and 
the experimental values for Na, K, and Rb. With the exception of K, WBR is an improvement 
over WB in all cases. 
3.2.3.2. Comparison with Born von Karman Models 
A common feature of most neutron scattering investigations of a metal’s phonon 
dispersion curves is a Born von Karman (BVK) force constant model. Using elastic constants and 
the observed vibrational modes, force constants between atoms in the crystal are found that will 
predict dispersion curves in agreement with measured data. These force constant models can then 
be used to calculate the density of states. A comparison of the density of states predicted by the  
 
FIG. 6. The frequency moment Debye temperatures for Li, Na, K, and Rb compared to 
experiment (green squares) [87]. The solid black line represents results from the WBR potential, 
while the red dashed line, the blue dashed line, and the black dashed line represent results from 
the JO, CM, and WB potentials, respectively.  
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FIG. 7. The entropy Debye temperatures for Li, Na, K, and Rb compared to experiment (green 
line) [87]. The solid black line represents results from the WBR potential, while the red dashed 
line, the blue dashed line, the pink dashed line, and the black dashed line represent results from 
the JO, CM, Born von Karman, and WB models, respectively.  
 
BVK models and the WBR potentials at low temperatures is shown in Fig. 8, as well as a 
comparison of the resulting frequency moment Debye temperatures with experimental values. In 
all cases except lithium, the WBR density of states has very similar critical points and mode 
densities across the entire vibrational spectrum as the density of states predicted by 
Li Na 
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FIG. 8. (a-d) The density of states of Li, Na, K, and Rb as predicted by the WBR potentials (black 
curve) and the Born von Karman models (blue curve) derived from neutron scattering data [36, 
56, 81, 82]. (e-h) Frequency moment Debye temperatures of Li, Na, K, and Rb calculated from 
the density of states predicted by the WBR (black) and BVK models (dashed blue) and compared 
to frequency moment Debye temperatures extracted from specific heat data (green squares) [87].  
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FIG 8. (continued)  
 
the BVK models. 
The WBR potentials generally predict dispersion curves that are too high for the upper 
transverse mode at N and the transverse mode between H and P in the [111] direction. This 
results in the second and third critical points of the WBR density of states being at slightly higher 
frequencies than in the BVK density of states. The frequency moment Debye temperatures 
predicted by the BVK density of states and WBR density of states are comparable for n > −1. 
The disagreement between the model’s predictions for ΘÙ(−3)	is likely due to differing values 
for the elastic constants being used to construct the models, as these values determine the 
dispersion relation at low frequencies. The differences between the BVK and EAM predicted 
ΘÙ(−2) in Na, K, and Rb are likely due to differences in the description of the lowest transverse 
branch in the [110] direction. For K and Rb there is reason to believe the current WBR EAM 
description of this branch is superior. In the case of K, only one mode was measured 
experimentally in this direction.  Additionally, the BVK model for K was simpler for the other 
alkali metal investigations, since it used only three neighbors instead of five or six [81] and 
assumed axially symmetric forces. In the case of Rb, the BVK model defined for 50 K does not 
accurately match the experimental low-transverse modes in the [110] direction. Because BVK 
d) Rb h) Rb 
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models generally have very good agreement with experimental dispersion curves, there was likely 
an error in either the derivation of the force constants or a typographic error in the provided 
values. 
3.3. Components of an Accurate EAM Potential 
3.3.1. Importance of the [110] Transverse Mode 
In order to accurately predict the thermodynamic properties of the alkali metals at low 
temperatures, it is important that the lowest transverse branch in the [110] direction is correctly 
described. Figure 9 illustrates an example of the effect of this branch. The free parameter  in the 
WB model allows one to modify the potential in order to accurately predict this mode. Adjusting 
 in this way did have an adverse effect on other branch’s agreement with experiment, most 
notably the higher transverse branch in the [110] direction and the transverse branch between P 
and H in the [111] direction. However, these adverse effects had a smaller impact on predicted 
thermodynamic properties than any inaccuracies in the lowest [110] transverse branch. 
3.3.2. Impact of Temperature 
If a crystal’s potential was perfectly harmonic, then the experimental inputs used to build 
the EAM model would have no temperature dependence. But anharmonic effects, most notably 
thermal expansion, result in temperature having a significant impact on the experimental input 
parameters. As a result, fitting to low-temperature experimental inputs does not result in the same 
interatomic potential as high-temperature parameters. A high- and low-temperature potential was 
found for Li, Rb, Na, and Cs to examine if the temperature dependence of experimental inputs 
used in the derivation of an EAM model impact the potential’s ability to predict thermodynamic 
properties of the metals. 
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FIG. 9. The dispersion curves of sodium in the [110] direction as predicted by an EAM model 
derived from the experimental inputs in Table II, with (a)  = 0 and (b)  = 0.514. (c) 
Comparison of the entropy Debye temperatures predicted by the  = 0 model (red line) and  = 0.514 model (black line) to experimental values (dashed green line) [87]. d) Comparison of 
the frequency moment Debye temperatures predicted by the  = 0 model (red line) and  =0.514 model (black line) to experimental values (green squares). 
 
A visual inspection of the EAM predicted dispersion curves of Li at 298K, Na at 293K 
and Rb at 120K in Fig. 10 shows the EAM is capable of closely matching the experimentally 
measured dispersion curves at higher temperatures. One can draw the conclusion that EAM is 
measured dispersion curves at higher temperatures. One can draw the conclusion that EAM is  
a) b) 
c) d) 
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capable of correctly characterizing the vibrational spectrum of a metal at temperatures 
comparable to and above the metal’s Debye temperature.  
The high-temperature and low-temperature vibrational spectrums predicted by EAM do 
not predict thermodynamic properties equally well. Figure 11 shows the frequency moment 
Debye temperatures for Li and Rb are in poorer agreement with experiment than the same values 
calculated from the low-temperature density of states (shown in Fig. 5). This not a surprise; the 
vibrational modes in metals at high temperatures are softer than at low temperatures because of 
thermal expansion.  This can be seen in Fig. 11, which shows a comparison of the high- and low- 
temperature EAM predicted density of states for Li and Rb. 
Agreement between neutron scattering data and the EAM predicted dispersion curves in 
Fig. 10 indicates the EAM can accurately predict the vibrational spectrum at temperatures 
comparable to a metal’s Debye temperature. However, disagreement between experimental 
frequency moment Debye temperatures and EAM prediction, shown in Fig. 11, appears to 
indicate the opposite. What is the source of this contradiction? The fact that the vibrational  
 
 
FIG. 10. A comparison of experimentally measured transverse and longitudinal (blue and black 
dots) dispersion curves to those predicted by EAM models (black curves) derived from the 
experimental inputs listed in Table III. The experimental measurements were conducted on (a) Li 
at 298K [56], on (b) Na at 293 K [86], (c) Rb at 120 K [82], and (d) Cs at 280K [79, 83]. The 
dashed red curve on the Cs plot is the prediction of a Born von Karman model derived from 
experimental phonon data measured by Nucker and Buchenau at 290 K. 
(a) Li 
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FIG 10. (continued) 
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spectrum predicted by BVK models (Fig. 11) also fails to agree with Martin’s experimental data 
suggests disagreement is due to the breakdown of the quasi-harmonic approximation used to 
calculate the specific heat, and not due to an inability of the EAM to accurately predict the 
vibrational spectrum at these temperatures. Using a metal’s vibrational spectrum at high 
temperatures and assuming a quasi-harmonic crystal will do a poor job matching experimental 
specific heat values if anharmonic contributions are important.  Nicklow et al. [89] observed a 
 
 
 
FIG. 11. Li and Rb density of states and frequency moment Debye temperatures. (a-b) The 
density of states of Li and Rb at 298 K, and 120 K, respectively, as predicted by the WBR 
potentials (black curve) and density of states of Li and Rb at 90 K and 12, respectively, as 
predicted by the WBR potentials (blue curve). (c-d) Frequency moment Debye temperatures of Li 
and Rb at 298 K, and 120 K, respectively, calculated from the density of states predicted by the 
WBR (black) and BVK models (dashed blue) and compared to frequency moment Debye 
temperatures extracted from specific heat data (green squares) [87].  
 
(a) Li 
(b) Rb (d) Rb 
(c) Li 
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similar result for copper, noting the vibrational spectrum of copper measured at 49 K predicted 
specific heat Debye temperatures in excellent agreement with calorimetric measurements.   
However the vibrational spectrum of copper measured at 298 K predicted Debye temperatures 
lower than those derived from calorimetric measurements. They concluded the neutron scattering 
data collected at higher temperatures is inappropriate for the calculation of specific heat, and 
copper does not satisfy the quasi-harmonic model.  The current results suggest this is also true for 
the alkali metals. 
3.4. Cesium 
The EAM potential fails to accurately predict the experimental dispersion curves for 
cesium as measured by Mizuki and Stassis (Fig. 10). It is important to note that Mizuki and 
Stassis [79] conducted a neutron scattering experiment at a temperature of 280K, nearly seven 
times cesium’s Debye temperature and just below cesium’s melting temperature of 302K. The 
density of states predicted by the fifth neighbor BVK model derived from these experimental 
dispersion curves (Fig. 12) is drastically different from the other alkali metals due to a higher 
density of low-frequency modes. The sharp peak at 0.3 Thz in the density of states can be seen in 
Fig. 10 to be due to the softness of the longitudinal mode in the [111] direction between P and H.  
At such high temperatures anharmonic effects will impact the density of states and 
provide a possible explanation for the anomalous softness of this mode. Nucker and Buchenau 
[83] conducted a neutron scattering examination of cesium at 50, 100 and 290K. However the 
extent of the measurement was much more limited than a typical neutron scattering experiment; it 
only characterized a handful of modes in order to create three neighbor BVK models for Cs at 
these temperatures. The 290 K BVK results are not in good agreement with the Mizuki result 
(Fig. 10), most notably not displaying such a soft [111] longitudinal mode between P and H. A 
theoretical analysis of the anharmonic effects on cesium’s dispersion curves by Glyde and Taylor  
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FIG. 12. Cs density of states and frequency moment Debye temperatures (a) Density of states for 
50K BVK model [83] (red line) and EAM model derived from experimental inputs at 50K (black 
line). (b) Density of states as predicted by 290 K Nucker et al. BVK model (red line), 280 K 
Mizuki and Stassis BVK model (blue line) [79], and the EAM model derived from experimental 
inputs at 280K (black line). (c-d) Frequency moment Debye temperatures calculated from the 
density of states in shown in (a) and (b) and compared to experimental values (green squares) 
[87]. 
 
found cesium’s anharmonic properties are dominated by the cubic anharmonic term [90], and 
result in only a slight softening of the vibrational modes, most notably the lowest [110] transverse 
mode. Nothing in Glyde and Taylor’s analysis explains the significant softening the [111] 
longitudinal mode. While there are no other experimental measurements of elastic constants at 
comparable temperatures available, the values Mizuki found are not in agreement with 
extrapolated values from lower temperatures (Table VI).  It is possible the elastic constants  
(b) (d) 
(c) (a) 
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TABLE VI. The elastic constants at 280 K extracted from the neutron scattering data [79] 
compared to an estimate of those values based on low temperature data. 
   
 Mizuki Extrapolated Ç (K) 280 280 Q ′ (100 Mbar) 0.3 0.2 S (100 Mbar) 1.0 0.8 È> (100 Mbar) 1.2 1.9 
   
 
display a significant softening at temperatures close to cesium’s melting temperature, but such a 
significant softening is not observed in potassium, which has had high-temperature elastic 
constants measured [74]. If Mizuki’s values for elastic constants are accurate, fitting the EAM 
model to them should result in a better overall fit to the dispersion curves than a fit to the much 
stiffer values derived from extrapolating out from low-temperature data. This is not what is 
observed, however, and the overall fit is significantly worse. An ab-initio calculation at room 
temperature by Christensen et al. [91] did not reveal evidence of such a soft transverse phonon in 
the [111] direction between P and H, although anharmonic contributions were not included in this 
calculation. 
In short, the soft [111] longitudinal mode between P and H measured by Mizuki et. al. is 
either due to a yet unexplained anharmonic effect, or is due to some experimental error by Mizuki 
and coworkers.  Therefore, further experimental and theoretical investigation is merited. Either 
explanation precludes a harmonic EAM model from characterizing this anomalous mode. The 
WBR EAM model is in good agreement with the BVK model at 50 K proposed by Nucker et. al. 
and does an excellent job of matching the experimental values of the frequency moment Debye 
temperatures (Fig. 12). 
3.5. Conclusion 
A careful selection of model parameters results in an EAM model that can very 
accurately characterize the vibrational structure of the bulk alkali metals.  This improved model 
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predicts vibrational structure better than any previous theoretical effort. The excellent agreement 
between predicted bulk thermodynamic properties and experimental measurements indicates the 
potential’s physical validity, and allows confidence in its ability to characterize systems where 
experimental data is less available, such as alkali metal surfaces.  
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CHAPTER 4 
4. BULK VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSISTION AND SIMPLE METALS 
In this chapter, I comprehensively study the ability of the Wang Boercker (WB) EAM 
formalism to accurately predict the vibrational behavior of the bcc transition metals Nb, Ta, Mo, 
W, and Fe. Additionally, I adapt the WB formalism to the fcc metals and use it to characterize the 
vibrational behavior of fcc Au and Al. Finally, the EAM model proposed by CM is used to 
characterize the vibrational properties of Cu and Ni. A complete set of Debye temperatures for 
Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Fe, Au, Al, Cu, and Ni are presented. The predictions of the EAM models are in 
agreement with experiment and other empirical models. The outline of this chapter is as follows: 
Section 4.1 discusses the construction of the EAM potential, Section 4.2 presents the calculated 
dispersion curves and Debye temperatures in comparison with experiment, Section 4.3 evaluates 
the suitability of the current EAM models to accurately characterize the vibrational behaviors of 
the bcc transition metals. 
4.1. EAM Model Construction 
The EAM potentials for Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe are constructed using the WB formalism 
with the modifications outlined in Sec. 3.1.  First, the free parameter  becomes semi-empirical 
by basing its value on the results of a thorough investigation that characterizes its effect on the 
pair-potential’s predictive power (described in Sec. 3.3). Second, J operates as a flexible fitting 
parameter whose value is selected to maximize agreement between the model’s prediction and 
experimental measurement of the longitudinal dispersion curves in the high-symmetry directions.  
Third, the best available values of experimental input parameters are used instead of those 
tabulated by JO.  
In the alkali metals, these changes to the WB model result in predicted phonon dispersion 
curves that are in excellent agreement with experiment. However, the bcc transition metals 
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display significantly more complex vibrational behavior than the alkali metals, making the same 
level of agreement with experimental dispersion curves difficult to achieve. For example, in the 
alkali metals it is possible to adjust the WB pair-potential parameter  [Eq. (2-20)] to guarantee 
the model predicts agreement between experiment and the lowest transverse branch in the [110] 
direction. This is not possible when modeling the bcc transition metals.  Treating  as a flexible 
fitting parameter when constructing the bcc transition metal potentials improves the overall fit, 
but it can also result in physically unrealistic potentials. For example, certain values of  cause 
the pair potential of Ta to approach −∞ as  approaches 0. The values for  listed in Table VIII  
result in pair potentials that give the best agreement with experimental dispersion curves while 
giving pair potential curves that are repulsive at short range. 
Another difference between the potentials constructed for the bcc transition metals and 
the alkali metals is that a majority of the neutron scattering data available for the bcc transition 
metals is at room temperature. As a result, the values for elastic constants used in this study do 
not differ drastically from those originally used by Wang and Boercker; the improvements gained 
from using alternative experimental inputs are smaller than in the alkali metals. The experimental 
inputs appear in Table VII. Table VIII shows the corresponding values for the potential 
parameters. The experimental inputs used to derive WB EAM models for the fcc metals appear in 
Table IX. Table X shows the corresponding model parameters. 
The CM pair potentials used to calculate the vibrational properties of Cu and Ni are not 
rederived from the experimental inputs. While the values used by CM for the second order elastic 
constants are not the best available, differences caused by this are likely minor. Additionally, 
values for third order elastic constants, which the CM model uses in the derivation of its EAM 
functions, are not well known. The Johnson and Oh form of the embedding function [Eq. (2-11)] 
and atomic density function [Eq. (2-16)] replaces the CM form of the embedding function [Eq. 
(2-6 )] and density function [Eq. (2-19)]. To achieve agreement with experiment of the 
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longitudinal branch in the [100] direction for Cu and Ni, the value of parameter J in Eq. (2-10) is 
varied.  
4.2. Results 
The dispersion curves and frequency moment Debye temperatures for Nb, Ta, Mo, W, 
and Fe as predicted by the WB potentials are presented in Figures13 and Table XI.  Figure 14 and 
Table XII contain the dispersion curves and frequency moment Debye temperatures for the 
 
TABLE VII. Physical constants of Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe used as input parameters at the lowest 
common temperature available. 
      
 Nb Ta Mo W Fe Ç (K) 295 295 295 295 298 Q ′ (Mbar) 0.5626 0.529 1.5178 1.5947 0.4822 S (Mbar) 0.3956 0.706 1.2616 1.6014 0.8931 È> (Mbar) 2.611 1.938 2.6253 3.0842 1.6655 /> (ang.) 3.30 3.3029 3.147 3.165 2.867 
12 (eV) 7.57 8.1 6.82 8.9 4.28 
ÉÊ (eV) 2.75 2.95 3.1 3.95 1.9 Ë>> (Thz) 6.59 5.1 5.53 5.5 8.6 Ë>(Thz) 5.66 4.35 8.1 6.75 9.4 Ë(Thz) 5.06 3.78 6.4 5.5 7.2 
M 92.91 180.95 95.94 183.85 55.847 
      
 
TABLE VIII. Parameters for the pair potential in Eq. (2-20) and embedding function in Eqs. (2-
10) and (2-37) for the alkali metals at the indicated temperatures. 
      
 Nb Ta Mo W Fe Ç 295 295 295 295 298 B>	(eV) −0.721 −0.688 −0.343 −0.7499 −0.3372 B	(eV) 2.907 3.062 −2.220 −1.501 −0.0881 B	(eV) 7.678 9.490 9.497 15.75 9.493 BD	(eV) −174.8 −163.4 62.94 47.72 −34.22 Bd	(eV) 944.3 831.1 −277.7 −288.75 116.4 Bp	(eV) −1892 −1654 332.8 407.29 −251.1 B`	(eV) 1258 1105 −113.7 −182.1 188.2  0.49 0.495 0.425 0.24 0.48 J 5.4 4.4 5.53 4.8 2.0 2h 11.54 11.54 12.26 12.24 8.5  −0.9 −0.9 −0.65 2.15 −1 
∆ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
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TABLE IX. Physical constants of Cu, Au, Ni, and Al used as input parameters at room 
temperature.  NA indicated that the potential given in Table X were not derived from that input 
parameter. 
     
 Cu Au Ni Al Ç (K) 300 296 296 296 Q ′ (Mbar) 0.236 0.1575 0.505 0.2320 S (Mbar) 0.549 0.3354 0.9484 0.2598 /> (ang.) 3.614 4.1 3.5235 4.05 
12 (eV) 3.5 2.95 4.45 4.45 
ÉÊ (eV) 1.28 1.1 1.6 1.6 Ë>>{ (Thz) 7.19 4.61 NA 9.69 Ë>> (Thz) NA 2.75 8.55 5.76 Ë>(Thz) 6.54 NA NA 8.58 Ë{(Thz) 7.4 4.7 8.88 NA Ë(Thz) NA NA 4.24 NA 
M 63.55 196.97 58.71 26.982 
     
 
TABLE X. Parameters for the pair potential in Eq. (2-20) and embedding function in Eqs. (2-10) 
and (2-37) for the alkali metals at the indicated temperatures. 
     
 Cu Au Ni Al Ç 300 296 296 296 B>	(eV) 0.0244 −0.259 −0.0578 −0.112 B	(eV) −0.416 −1.609 −0.380 −0.993 B	(eV) 5.830 9.610 7.392 5.630 BD	(eV) −64.30 −19.76 −33.48 −14.29 Bd	(eV) 348.1 21.15 64.34 20.77 Bp	(eV) −868.8 −11.61 −57.05 −15.49 B`	(eV) 790.3 2.544 19.35 4.484  1.1 0.0 0.23 0.12 J 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.85 &> 1 1 1 1 
          
 
fcc metals Cu, Ni, Al, and Au. Additionally, the dispersion curves predicted by the CM 
potentials, and the Johnson and Oh potentials are shown for comparison in Figs. 13 and 14.  
Figure 15 contains the density of states predicted by the EAM models for Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe. 
The WB potentials are in fairly good agreement with experiment for all of the bcc transition 
metals.  The results from both the WB potentials and CM potentials for the fcc metals Cu, Ni, Au, 
and Al are also in good agreement with experiment. 
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4.2.1. Dispersion Curves 
The bcc transition metals have much more complex dispersion curves than other metals. 
This is a result of long range forces [38], directional bonding [2], and strong electron-phonon 
coupling [92]. The WB potentials more accurately recreate the anomalies in the dispersion curves 
than typical EAM methods [13]. The oscillatory form of the atomic density function, which 
simulates Friedel oscillations, allows the WB EAM model a more complex many-body 
interaction than is possible with a monotonically decreasing function. Figure 13 compares the 
dispersion curves for Ta, Nb, Mo, W, and Fe predicted by the WBR, CM, and JO potentials to 
experimental values [38, 93-101]. The WB potentials are the only models that predict curves for 
Nb and Ta in reasonable agreement with experiment. The CM model reasonably predicts the 
dispersion curves of Mo and W, but is inferior to the WB model. The CM and JO potentials do 
not accurately recreate the Fe dispersion curves.  
 In comparison to the dispersion curves of the bcc metals, the dispersion curves of the 
face centered cubic metals are relatively simple. This is a result of less directional bonding , less 
electron-phonon coupling [2], and short range forces [40]. Figure 14 shows the CM model and 
the WB model are able to accurately predict the dispersion curves of Cu, Au, Ni, and Al. The CM 
model does a relatively poor job on Al, and fails to accurately predict the negative curvature of 
the lower mode in the [1q0] direction that Au and Al display. The WB model’s predicted 
dispersion curves for Al exhibit several discrepancies from experiment, most notably predicting 
the transverse mode in the [110] direction to be too soft. The CM model appears to do a better job 
than the WB model at predicting the dispersion curves of Ni and Cu, although both are in good 
agreement with experiment. 
4.2.2. Density of States 
Figure 15 compares the EAM predicted density of states for the bcc transition metals to 
those predicted by the Born von Karman models. The EAM model that gives the best fit to the  
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FIG. 13. Phonon dispersion curves along the high-symmetry directions for the bcc transition 
metals. The solid black lines represent the dispersion curves predicted by WBR. The black and 
blue dots represent transverse and longitudinal experimentally measured modes respectively for 
Nb [38], Ta [93], Mo [94], W [95], and Fe [96]. The red dashed line and blue dashed line are the 
dispersion curves predicted by the JO potential [8] and CM potential [11, 12], respectively.  
Nb 
 
Ta 
 
Mo 
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FIG. 13. (continued) 
 
experimental dispersion curves is used to calculate the density of states. For Nb, Ta, W, Mo, and 
Fe this is the WB model. Overall the features predicted by the EAM and those predicted by 
empirical BVK models qualitatively agree. Niobium and tantalum are in the worst agreement due 
to the complicated vibrational structure of those metals. The density of states predicted for Mo, 
W, and Fe are in fairly good agreement with the BVK result. 
4.2.3. Debye Temperatures 
The calculated frequency moment Debye temperatures are in good agreement with 
experimental data. The experimental Debye temperatures listed in Table XI and XII were 
compiled and derived from past experimental investigations by Dr. Mark Riffe, but are not  
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Fe 
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FIG. 14. Phonon dispersion curves along the high-symmetry directions for the fcc transition 
metals. The solid black lines represent the dispersion curves predicted by WBR. The black and 
blue dots represent transverse and longitudinal experimentally measured modes respectively for 
Cu [98 ], Al [101], Ni [97], and Au [100]. The blue dashed line are the dispersion curves 
predicted by the CM potentials [11, 12].  
 
Cu 
 
Al 
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FIG 14. (continued) 
 
currently published. The Debye temperatures shown for Ta, Nb, Mo, W, Fe, Au and Al derive 
from the WB model. The Debye temperatures shown for Cu and Ni derive from the CM model.  
No experimental Debye temperatures for niobium and tantalum appear here because the 
complex interactions between electrons and phonons in these metals make it nearly impossible to 
extract a purely vibrational component out from measured specific heat data. Additionally, 
phonon anomalies result in a low-frequency density of states that is not Debye like [39], 
rendering a low-temperature Debye temperature less meaningful. 
The calculated results for Debye temperatures are in good agreement with the 
experimental values. With the exception of Mo, all calculated Debye temperatures are within 4 
percent of the experimental value. The fact that the results for Mo are in the poorest agreement is 
unsurprising, as Mo has more phonon anomalies due to electron-phonon coupling than W, Fe, Cu, 
Ni, or Al.  
4.3. Discussion 
The agreement achieved with the WB potentials for the bulk vibrational parameters is 
better than any other EAM investigation has achieved. Despite this, agreement for Nb and Ta is 
Au 
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FIG. 15. The density of states predicted by the WBR potentials (black lines) compared to the 
density of states predicted by empirical BVK models (blue lines) derived from neutron scattering 
data. 
very poor in comparison to the other metals. Additionally, the WB two-body potentials for Nb 
and Ta are not particularly smooth, as can be seen in Fig. 16. The nearest neighbor is to the right 
of the energy minima indicates an attractive force. This is a peculiar result and is likely  
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TABLE XI. The frequency moment Debye temperatures of the bcc transition metals compared 
with experiment [102]. 
               
n Ta  Nb  Mo  W  Fe 
 Pres.   Pres.   Pres. exp  Pres. exp  Pres. exp 
               
-3 258   269   471 453  381 383  466 471 
-2 238   292   398 407  330 333  434 435 
-1 231   293   378   314   424  
0 227   291   369   307   421  
2 224   288   364 380  303 314  423 429 
               
 
TABLE XII. The frequency moment Debye temperatures of the fcc metals compared with 
experiment [102, 103]. 
             
n Cu  Ni  Al  Au 
 Pres. Exp.  Pres. Exp.  Pres.  Pres. 
            
-3 342 345  457 455  408 
370 
365 
370 
400 
 155 
164 
169 
175 
186 
-2 319 320  405 410   
-1 313 315  390    
0 313   385 378   
2 318 317  385 392   
            
 
unphysical. The pair potential curves created using the JO and CM models seem more physically 
realistic upon visual inspection, but predict the experimental dispersion curves less accurately. An 
attractive two-body interaction between nearest neighbors is in disagreement with a recently 
proposed Force-matched EAM model for Nb [104] that was derived from first principles. Like 
the CM and JO EAM models, the force-matched EAM model predicted dispersion curves in 
worse agreement than the WB model. The strange form of the pair potential produced by the WB 
model is likely because EAM is poorly suited for modeling the dynamics of niobium. The semi-
empirical model proposed by Allen [105] is very successful at predicting the phonon dispersion 
curves. Allen’s model is based on the idea that atomic motion results in charge fluctuations 
between atoms. This kind of complex charge exchange behavior is not a physical situation that 
can be effectively modeled by the EAM. The EAM is designed for metals with a small amount of  
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FIG. 16. The two body potential of Ta (blue line) and Nb (black line). The black circles represent 
the equilibrium positions of the five nearest neighbors. The strange shape of the Nb and Ta pair 
potential results in the interaction between the first and second nearest neighbors both being 
attractive, while the third nearest neighbor interaction is repulsive.  
 
covalent bonding and very little charge redistribution. As a result the EAM is a poor choice for 
modeling the vibrational properties of Nb, and similarly behaved metals such as Ta and V. 
4.4. Conclusion 
I have defined a new set of EAM potentials for the bcc transition metals Ta, Nb, Mo, W, 
and Fe, as well as the fcc metals Cu, Au, Al, and Ni. The calculation of the vibrational 
characteristics of these metals uses the newly derived WB potentials, as well as the EAM models 
proposed by CM. Agreement between EAM predictions and experiment is good. The vibrational 
properties predicted by the WB EAM model for Nb and Ta are in better agreement with 
experiment than other EAM efforts.  However, the agreement with experiment is still very poor. 
This is likely because the EAM is not capable of modeling their dynamics due to their complex 
electronic structure, dynamic charge fluctuations, and strong electron-phonon coupling. The 
vibrational properties predicted by the WB EAM model for Fe, W, Mo, and Al are all in good 
agreement with experiment. For example, calculated Debye temperatures deviate less than 4% 
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from values extracted from specific heat measurements. The vibrational properties predicted by 
the CM model for Cu and Ni are also in excellent agreement with experiment. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD 
SURFACE CALCULATIONS 
5.1. Introduction  
For a model to accurately predict surface phenomena, it is crucial that the model be able 
to accurately characterize bulk properties. Chapters 3 and 4 clearly demonstrate the ability of the 
WB EAM model to accurately describe vibrational properties of bulk bcc metals and the CM 
model to predict the vibrational phenomena of many fcc metals. However, the ability to 
characterize bulk properties does not guarantee a model will successfully characterize surface 
dynamics. For example, Born von Karman models are very effective at predicting bulk 
vibrational behavior (see Ch. 3 and 4) but fail to predict many surface vibrational phenomena, 
such as the anomalously soft longitudinal resonance (ALR) believed to exist on all metal surfaces 
[16].   
A primary reason for the selection of the EAM for the current study of surface vibrations 
is its successful history of predicting metal surface dynamics.  Nelson et al. applied the original 
Daw EAM model to the (100), (111), and (110) surfaces of Cu [7, 24]. They found excellent 
agreement with experimental HAS and EELS studies. While this past success of the EAM is 
encouraging, it does not guarantee the EAM models described in Ch. 3 and 4 will have the same 
success.  There are significant differences between Daw et al.’s original EAM crystal potential 
[40] and the EAM models described in Ch. 3 and 4. For example, the range of the interatomic 
pair potential interaction is larger [Eq. (2-20)], the form of the embedding function is 
substantially different [Eq. (2-10)], and the form of the atomic density function is simpler [Eq. (2-
16)]. It is necessary to evaluate the ability of the EAM models defined in Chapters 3 and 4 to 
accurately characterize surface phenomena.  To this aim, this chapter compares EAM calculations 
of surface relaxations, surface phonon dispersion relations, and surface Debye temperatures for a 
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variety of metal surfaces to experiment and other theoretical work.  In general the agreement is 
very good, verifying the ability of the presently described EAM models to accurately predict 
surface dynamics. A more detailed analysis of these systems is discussed in Chapter 6. 
This chapter presents results for the Cu, Ni, and Al (111), (110), and (100)  surfaces and 
the Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs (110), (110), (211) and (111) surfaces for equilibrated slabs of 101 
atomic layers using of slight variations of the EAM models described in Ch. 3 and 4.  Section 5.2 
compares EAM calculated surface relaxation values of the (100), (111), and (110) surfaces of Cu, 
Ni, Al, as well as the (110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces of Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs.  The 
calculated relaxation values are compared to first principles results and experimental 
measurements. The ability of an EAM model to predict surface relaxations that are in qualitative 
agreement with first principles calculations and experimental values is a good indicator of the 
accuracy of the model’s description of many body interactions. This is because many body 
interactions are necessary to explain the inward relaxation of surface atoms that takes place on 
most metal surfaces (Ch. 2). Section 5.3 presents surface phonon dispersion curves calculated 
from EAM potentials (as described in Ch. 4) for the Ni(100) surface, the Cu(111) and (100) 
surfaces, and the Al(100) surface. The calculated dispersion curves are in good agreement with 
experimental characterization of these surfaces, as well as past theoretical work.  Finally, Section 
5.4 compares experimental measurements of surface Debye temperatures for the Na(110) surface, 
the Cu(100) and (110) surface, and the Ni(111), (110), and (100) surfaces with the EAM models’ 
predictions. While direct comparisons with experiment are complex, the EAM calculated surface 
Debye temperatures appear to be consistent in general with most experimental results.  
5.2. Relaxation  
Atoms near the surface of a crystal are under the influence of different forces than in the 
bulk [106].  In the EAM there are two reasons the forces on an atom near the surface deviate from 
the bulk: the reduced coordination of atoms near the surface and the different charge density near 
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the surface than in the bulk.  The reduced charge density results in a higher embedding energy for 
atoms near the surface. The resulting modification to interatomic forces has a significant effect on 
the dynamics of atoms near the surface. It also has a large effect on the static arrangement of 
atoms. If the EAM models proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 cannot qualitatively predict static 
rearrangement of atoms, there is little reason to believe the models will be able to accurately 
characterize the dynamics of surface atoms. 
To ensure the static relaxations of the layers near the surface are in qualitative agreement 
with theory and experiment, the EAM models proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 are modified slightly 
for surface calculations. For bulk calculations, the curvature of the embedding function matters 
very little; small oscillations of the atoms from equilibrium positions do not result in atoms ever 
experiencing a non equilibrium charge density. As a result, the specific form of the embedding 
energy [Eq. (2-10)] is not critically important. In fact, not including the embedding energy still 
results in a very good description of bulk vibrational properties [14].  However, for surface 
calculations this is not true and steps need to be taken to ensure reasonable behavior for atoms far 
from equilibrium conditions. To assist the model’s ability to predict surface relaxations that are in 
qualitative agreement with experiment and first principles calculations, the parameter J in Eq. (2-
10) is treated as a flexible fitting parameter. The parameter J helps determine the curvature of the 
embedding energy, and thereby helps determine the energy cost associated with an atom away 
from the equilibrium charge density.  
For the alkali metals, the following three equations are used to build the surface EAM 
model: (1) the WB pair potential [Eq. (2-20], (2) the JO embedding function [Eq. (2-10)] with 
values for J listed in Table XIII, and (3)  the JO density function [Eq. (2-16)].  This model results 
in qualitative agreement between EAM calculated surface relaxations and first principles 
calculations. The JO density function is substituted for the WB density function that was used in 
Ch. 3 because the WB density function has several free parameters (, Δ, and $>) without rigid 
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selection criteria, and different values of these parameters result in very different surface 
relaxation predictions. For the fcc metal surfaces of Cu, Ni, and Al, the CM pair potential with 
the JO density function results in realistic surface relaxations that agree with experiment.  
Tables XIV to XVI show the relaxations obtained via an energy minimization calculation 
for Ni, Cu, and Al on the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces. The EAM results are in good 
qualitative agreement with experimental measurements and first principles calculations. The 
EAM tends to predict a slightly larger relaxation on the fcc (111) surfaces than experiment. On 
the fcc (100) and (110) metal surfaces EAM tends to predict relaxations smaller than 
experimental values [with the exception of the (100) Al surface]. These differences do not seem 
to have a large impact on the vibrational properties of these fcc metal surfaces, as agreement with  
 
TABLE XIII. Parameters for the pair potential in Eq. (2-20) and embedding function in Eqs. (2-
10) and (2-37) for the alkali metals. 
         
 Li Na K Rb Cs Cu Ni Al J 0.3 0.38 0.48 0.45 0.48 0.6 0.6 0.45 
         
 
TABLE XIV. The relaxations currently calculated for the (111) fcc metal surfaces using EAM in 
comparison to experiment. 
     (111)  Δ ΔD ΔDd 
     
Ni EAM −1.7 0.1 0 
 Exp.i −1.2   
Cu EAM −1.6  0 0 
 Exp.ii −0.7   
 DFTiii −1.3 0.6 −0.3 
Al EAM −0.5 0 0 
 Exp.iv    1.7 0.5  
     i .  Reference [107]. 
ii .  Reference [108]. 
iii .  Reference [109]. 
iv .  Reference [110]. 
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experimental dispersion curves is very good (Sec. 5.3).   
Tables XVII to XX show the relaxations obtained for the alkali metals on the (100), 
(110), (111), and (211) surfaces. The calculated results are compared to previous first principles 
calculations if available. The EAM results are generally in qualitative agreement with past 
calculations. Most of the metal surfaces display small inward contractions. The closer packed 
surfaces display smaller relaxations, consistent with past first principles calculations. The (111) 
surfaces all display large inward contractions of the first two layers, with an outward relaxation of 
the third layer, in agreement with the only previous calculation for an alkali metal (111) surface 
[111]. 
5.3. Dispersion of Surface Vibrations 
In order to characterize the behavior of the surface and subsurface modes, the surface 
phonon dispersion curves have been plotted in the high-symmetry directions of the appropriate  
 
TABLE XV. The relaxations calculated for the (100) fcc metal surfaces using EAM in 
comparison to experiment. 
     
(100)  Δ ΔD ΔDd 
     
Ni EAM −1.7 0 0 
 Exp.i −3.2   
 Exp.ii  1.1 1.7  
Cu EAM −1.4 0 0 
 Exp.iii −1.2 0.9 0 
 DFTiv −3.0 0.1 −0.2 
Al EAM −1.3 −1.2 0.1 
 Exp.v  2.0 1.2  
 DFTvi 1.6 0.44 −0.02 
     i .  Reference [112, 113]. 
ii .   Reference [107]. 
iii .  Reference [114]. 
iv .   Reference [109]. 
v .   Reference [115]. 
vi .   Reference [25]. 
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TABLE XVI. The relaxations calculated for the (110) fcc metal surfaces using the EAM in 
comparison to experiment and first principles calculations. 
     (110)  Δ ΔD ΔDd 
     
Ni EAM −5.2 −0.2 0.1 
 Exp.i[116] −4.8 2.4  
 Exp.ii  −9.0 3.5  
Cu EAM −4.7 −0.3 −0.1 
 Exp.iii −7.5 2.5  
 Exp.iv  −5.3 3.3  
 Exp.v  −8.5 2.3  
 Exp.v  −5.3 3.3  
 DFTvi −6.2 2.1  
Al EAM −6.0 2.2 −1.9 
 Exp.vii  −8.5 5.5 2.4 
 Exp.viii −8.6 5.0 −1.6 
 DFTvi  −6.8 3.5 −2.0 
     i  .  Reference [116]. 
ii  .   Reference [117]. 
iii  .  Reference [118]. 
iv  .   Reference [119]. 
v  .   Reference [120]. 
vi  .   Reference [121]. 
vii  .   Reference [122]. 
viii.  Reference [123]. 
 
TABLE XVII. The relaxations calculated currently for the (111) alkali metal surfaces using 
EAM. There is only one previous calculation of an alkali metal (111) surface for comparison. 
       
(111) Δ (%) ΔD (%) ΔDd (%) Δdp (%) Δp` (%) Δ`ù (%) 
       Li −7.08 −13.3 8.45 −0.8 −3.9 3.5 
Na −4.57 −14.7 9.28 −0.4 −4.46 3.55 
DFTi −8 −29 23 −2 −11 8 
K −5.82 −14.2 9.40 −0.74 −4.34 3.61 
Rb −4.64 −13.8 8.78 −0.53 −4.32 3.47 
Cs −4.39 −12.7 8.34 0.25 −4.67 3.11 
       i.    Reference [111]. 
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TABLE XVIII. EAM calculated relaxations for the (110) alkali metal surfaces in comparison to 
first principles calculations and experiment. 
    (110)  ∆ (%) ∆D (%) 
    Li EAM −1.9 −0.06 
 
Theoryi −0.5 0 
Na EAM −1.4 0 
 Theoryi 0  
 Theoryiii −1.6 0 
 Theoryii −0.16 0.08 
 Exp.iv  −0.3 0 
K EAM −1.86 0 
 Theoryi 0 0 
Rb EAM −1.3 −0.05 
 Theoryi 0 0 
Cs EAM −0.55 −0.05 
 Theoryi 0 0 
    i .  Reference [106]. 
ii .  Reference [111]. 
iii .  Reference [31]. 
iv .  Reference [124]. 
 
TABLE XIX. EAM calculated relaxations for the (100) alkali metal surfaces in comparison to 
first principles calculations. 
    (100)  Δ (%) ΔD (%) 
    Li EAM −3.2 −0.78 
 
Theoryi −3  
Na EAM −0.36 −1.07 
 
Theoryi −0.7  
 
Theoryii −2.7 0.7 
K EAM −0.9 −0.81 
 
Theoryi 1.0  
Rb EAM −0.39 −0.71 
 
Theoryi 0  
Cs EAM 0.78 −0.04 
 
Theoryi 1.0  
    i .  Reference [106]. 
ii .  Reference  [111]. 
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TABLE XX. The relaxations calculated for the (211) alkali metal surfaces using EAM. There are 
no other calculations or experimental values for comparison. 
    
(211) Δ (%) ΔD (%) ΔDd (%) 
    Li −5.96 −0.39 −0.43 
Na −5.44 0.34 −0.67 
K −5.66 0.41 −0.88 
Rb −5.25 0.42 −0.76 
Cs −4.39 1.12 −0.72 
    
 
surface Brillouin zone. Included in the dispersion curves is a contour plot of the spectral 
intensities of the first and second layer’s longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical 
components of the slab’s vibrational modes. These plots illustrate the localization of a vibrational 
mode in a particular layer. 
Figures 17 – 20 show the calculated dispersion curves in the ΓΜ direction for the Cu 
(111) and (100) surfaces, and the ΓX  direction for the Ni(100), and Al(100) surfaces in 
comparison to HAS and EELS experimental measurements. EELS and HAS can only measure 
longitudinal and shear-vertical modes, so there are no experimental measurements of the shear-
horizontal modes available. The agreement between the EAM predicted dispersion relationships 
and the experimental data is excellent. All of the experimentally measured modes are explained 
by the EAM predicted mode polarization and localization. Each set of experimental data points 
can be seen to match a band of shear-horizontal or longitudinal modes in either the first or second 
layer.  
Examination of Fig. 17 clearly demonstrates the ability of the EAM models to 
quantitatively predict surface phenomena using the methods described previously. The lowest 
frequency surface mode is in nearly perfect agreement with the EAM prediction; the EAM  
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FIG. 17. A comparison of Cu(111) surface vibrational modes and resonances measured by 
experiment [21] (red circles: HAS, blue circles: EELS) with the vibrational characteristics 
predicted by EAM.  
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FIG. 18. A comparison of Cu(100) surface vibrational modes and resonances measured by 
experiment (red circles: HAS, blue circles: EELS) with the vibrational characteristics predicted 
by EAM.   
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FIG. 19. A comparison of Ni(100) surface vibrational modes and resonances measured by 
experiment [125] (EELS) with the vibrational characteristics predicted by EAM.  
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FIG. 20. A comparison of Al(100) surface vibrational modes and resonances measured by 
experiment (red circles: HAS [126, 127]) with the vibrational characteristics predicted by EAM.  
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prediction is within the experimental error at every point. Higher frequency modes, such as the 
surface mode near M at around 6 Thz are slighly off, but still within 5% of the EAM prediction. 
While not shown here, the EAM prediction for the Cu (111) and Al(100) surfaces are also in good 
agreement with recent DFPT calculations on these surfaces [21, 25]. 
5.4. Debye Temperatures 
Parameterizing a surface’s vibrational character is important in a wide variety of surface 
science applications. As a result, surface Debye temperatures, simple parameters that characterize 
a surface’s vibrational behavior, are widely employed for a variety of applications.  For example, 
they have been used to easily quantify the amplitude of surface vibrations [34] and to explain size 
effects on phonon transport and electronic thermal resistivity and electrical resistivity [20]. They 
are routinely used in the analysis of medium- and high-energy ion scattering experiments [117]. 
Despite their utility and frequent usage, there are inconsistencies in many reported surface Debye 
temperatures and confusion about what the experimentally measured values represent. 
Uncertainty in the surface Debye temperature’s anisotropy and value relative to the bulk represent 
a significant source of error in the interpretation of ion scattering experiments [116]. One primary 
aim of the current research is to provide a complete set of reliable surface Debye temperatures for 
a wide range of metal surfaces to aid in the interpretation of experimental data.   
This section compares a set of EAM calculated surface Debye temperatures for the Cu 
(110), (100), the Ni (111), (100), (110), and the Na (110) surfaces to past experimental and 
theoretical work. The dynamics of these surfaces have all been characterized using a variety of 
experimental methods such as x-ray scattering, LEED measurement, and photoemission studies. 
While there is a large amount of experimental data available for comparison, analysis of 
the reported values is complicated by the wide range of reported values as a result of differing 
experimental and analytical methodologies. A careful examination of the literature suggests a 
direct comparison between E-AM calculated Debye temperatures and surface Debye temperatures 
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derived from Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) measurements may not be valid because 
of anharmonic effects. However, comparisons to ion-scattering experiments conducted at room 
temperature should be valid, and these measurements are compatible with the EAM results. 
The EAM calculated surface ΘÙ(−2)  for the relaxed Na(110), Cu(110), Cu(100), 
Ni(110), and Ni(111) are presented in Tables XXI and XXII. These were found by calculating the 
vibrational frequencies associated with a grid of 360 k-space points evenly distributed across the 
irreducible piece of each surface’s Brillouin zone. The frequency moment Debye temperatures 
are defined in the same way as Debye temperatures for the bulk [Eq. (3-2)] but with an 
adjustment to make the frequency moment’s layer resolved. The layer resolved frequency 
moment is defined 
Ò,,' = Ó ý,*XÔÕ(Ô)AÔÖ×6 Ó Õ(Ô)Ö×6 AÔ ,  (5-1) 
where þ,' is the th directional component of layer ’s eigenvector with eigenvalue	x. 
There have been many experimental investigations into the Debye temperatures of the 
Ni(111), (100), (110), Cu(100), (110), and Na(110) metal surfaces using LEED, High Energy Ion 
Scattering (HEIS), and Medium Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS). The most common experimental 
technique for measuring surface Debye temperatures involves measuring the temperature 
dependence of diffracted electron beam intensities.  An effective surface Debye temperature can 
then be extracted using the dynamical model of electron diffraction. A less common technique for 
measuring surface Debye temperatures is the collection of ion scattering spectra. Effective 
surface Debye temperatures are extracted from ion scattering spectra by matching a theoretical 
scattering model’s prediction to experimental data by adjusting the model’s parameters (the 
interlayer spacing near the surface and the effective Debye temperature).  Table XXI and XXII 
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compares the EAM models prediction for the Na(110), Cu(110), Cu(100), Ni(110), Ni(100) and 
Ni(111) surfaces to the experimental values. 
 Quickly reviewing the experimental results reveals substantial variation in the reported 
values from different experimental investigations.  For example, a LEED investigation by Mroz 
et al. reported a surface Debye temperature for the Ni(110) surface of 218K, while Yalisove and 
Graham reported a value of 355K [117].  On the Ni (110) surface MacRae reported values of 310 
K and 220 K in different studies [128, 129].  What is the source of the differences between 
reported values? The discrepancies in reported Debye temperatures can be attributed to many 
reasons. Understanding these reasons is critical before making any comparisons between 
experimental values or to EAM values.  
The main reason for the differences is while all of the references listed in Table XI and 
XII report a measured parameter referred to as the surface Debye temperature, none have actually 
measured this quantity. The Debye temperatures reported are actually complex weighted  
 
TABLE XXI. Comparison of the EAM predicted −2 surface Debye temperatures for Na(110), 
Cu(100), and Cu(110) to experimental values from LEED and ion scattering measurements. In 
the experimental column, LEED measurements are listed with the electron energies used in the 
experiment, while ion scattering measurements are labeled NA. 
   
 EAM Experiment 
Surface Direction Θm 〈Θ5〉 〈Θ5d〉 Direction V (eV) Θm 
reported 
        Na (110) [110] 106 113 122 [110] 14 103i 
     [110] 35.5 114i 
     [110] 65.5 113i 
        
Cu (100) [100] 240 262 281 [100] 40eV 230ii 
 [010] 250 273 290    
        
Cu (110) [110] 246 246 264 all NA 250iii 
 all 238 256 278 all NA 205iv 
        i .  Reference [130]. 
ii .  Reference [130]. 
iii .  Reference [120]. 
iv .  Reference [118]. 
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TABLE XXII. Comparison of the EAM predicted −2 surface Debye temperatures for nickel to 
experimental values from LEED and ion scattering measurements.  In the experimental column, 
LEED measurements are listed with the electron energies used in the experiment, while ion 
scattering measurements are labeled NA. 
   
 EAM Experiment 
Surface Direction Θm 〈Θ5〉 〈Θ5d〉 Direction V (eV) Θm 
reported 
        Ni(100) [100] 302 329 355 [100] 38 307i 
[010] 319 
 
348 372 [100] 55 345i 
all 313 342 366 [100] 98 326 i 
    [100] 180 314 i 
    [100] 300 283ii 
    [100] 70-100 229 iii 
    [010] 70-100 344 iii 
        Ni(110) [110] 306 310 335 [110] 150 310iv 
[110] 319 349 371 [110] 294 350v 
[001] 283 323 354 [110] 44 292 i 
all 303 328 354 [110] 140 308i 
    [110] 35 220vi 
    [110] 40 330vi 
    [001] 40 220vi 
    all NA 325vii 
    all NA 355viii 
    [110] 70-100 218ix 
    [110], [001] 130-160 348ix 
        Ni(111) [111] 309 337 364 [111] 64 347 i 
[111] 350 370 385 [111] 190 370x 
all 337 359 378 [111] 60 320xi 
    [111] 60-80 272xii 
    [111] 130-200 222 iii 
    [111] 130-200 357 iii 
        i  .  Reference [107]. 
ii  .   Reference [131]. 
iii  .  Reference [132]. 
iv  .   Reference [129]. 
v  .   Reference [125]. 
vi  .   Reference [128]. 
vii  .   Reference [116]. 
viii.  Reference [117]. 
ix  .   Reference [133]. 
x  .   Reference [34]. 
xi  .   Reference [134]. 
xii  .  Reference [135]. 
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averages of the characteristics of all atoms near the surface, not just on the surface. LEED 
measurements are sensitive to the energy of the electrons; higher electron energies have a larger 
penetration depth. A LEED investigation of Ni conducted with a beam energy near 100eV has a 
penetration depth of approximately 6 angstroms, while at 600eV the experiment is mostly 
sensitive to bulk properties. Furthermore, experimental parameters such as angle of incidence and 
azimuthal angle determine the directionality of the measured Debye temperature. LEED 
measurements are sensitive to the mean square amplitude of the vibrating atoms in the same 
direction as the change in wave vector of the scattering electrons. For specularly scattered 
electrons, this wavevector is exactly perpendicular to the surface, and the measured quantity is 
sensitive only to the perpendicular displacement of the atoms. However, for nonspecular 
scattering, atomic vibrations parallel to the surface contribute to the reported Debye temperature. 
The surface Debye temperatures measured via ion scattering spectroscopy are often 
different than those measured by LEED.  This is due to both experimental and analytical reasons. 
Experimentally, ion scattering is more sensitive to the surface layer than LEED, although the 
vibrations of layers in proximity to the surface still impact the measurement. Analytically, ion 
scattering experiments are interpreted by comparing the results of a theoretical model to the 
experimental data. The model treats the Debye temperature and the spacing between atomic 
layers as free parameters. All layers are assumed to have the same Debye temperature in all 
directions. These free parameters are adjusted until agreement between the model’s prediction 
and the recorded data is reached. The effective Debye temperature that results in the best fit to the 
experimental data is then reported as the surface Debye temperature. In reality, it is a nontrivial 
averaging over all the directional Debye temperatures of the first several layers. 
A further source of disagreement in the reported surface Debye temperatures is the 
different analytical approaches taken. In LEED measurements, an effective Debye temperature 
can be deduced from the temperature dependence of the scattering intensity using the dynamical 
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theory of electron diffraction. This is how most of the LEED values listed in Table XXI and XXII 
were measured (Reference [107] and [131] are exceptions). Mroz et al. [132, 133] take a slightly 
different approach, measuring specularly and nonspecularly scattered electrons over a large 
number of azimuthal angles and electron beam intensities in order to derive a Debye temperature 
for each set of data. Averaging the results, they claim to have measured directional Debye 
temperatures perpendicular and parallel to the Ni(111), (110), and (100) surfaces. It should be 
noted that they were not sure of the systematic errors in their experiment and were unable to 
observe any directional dependence of the Debye temperature on the Ni(110) surface, in 
disagreement with theory and other experiment. Demuth et al. [107] used a Korringa Kohn 
Rostoker (KKR) model to derive effective Debye temperatures by adjusting the amplitude of 
thermal vibrations in the model until the temperature dependence of LEED intensity observed in 
references [129],  [131], and [134] could be accurately described. Their model assumed that all 
layers probed by the electron beam have the same effective Debye temperature, a substantial 
simplification. Andersson had a different approach entirely, using a simplified pseudo-
kinematical scattering theory that neglected multiple scattering events, and distinguished between 
bulk and surface vibrations, in order to deduce a surface Debye temperature of 283 K for Ni(100). 
However, his result is somewhat suspect because his model could not explain the temperature 
dependence of LEED intensities for electrons energies below 300eV.  
Another analytical issue causing differences in reported values for Debye temperatures is 
the increase in background intensity that occurs as a crystal’s temperature increases. The method 
for subtracting out this thermal diffuse scattering varies from study to study, introducing different 
systematic errors [130, 135]. Thermal expansion of the crystal can cause further analytical 
complications because it causes the beam current versus energy curve to shift to lower energies 
[135]. 
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An additional source of discrepancies in the reported experimental values is the amount 
of uncertainty in the experimental technique. LEED measurements of a surface’s effective Debye 
temperature made on the same sample under the same conditions and experimental setup often 
produce Debye temperatures with a difference more than 30K [130, 133]. For example, Demuth 
et al. [107] analyzed data collected by Andersson et al. [131] on a Ni(100) surface at different 
electron energies. No trend of increased Debye temperature with increased electron energies was 
observed, indicating a fairly large amount of uncertainty inherent in the measurement.  
There can be significant systematic error in a surface Debye temperature reported from 
an ion-scattering experiment because of modeling simplifications. For example, decreasing the 
effective Debye temperature in a model for predicting ion-scattering spectra causes a similar 
change to the predicted spectra as reducing the spacing between the 1st and 2nd layer. In other 
words, if Yalisove et al. did not assume the effective Debye temperature was free in their study of 
the Ni(110) surface, but instead held it fixed at value lower then 355K, such as 320K, the model’s 
prediction for the 1st layer contraction would be reduced from −9% to −7%.  A 7% contraction 
would still be consistent with other experimental relaxation measurements of this surface (Table 
XVI). Given the crude treatment of atomic vibrations in ion scattering models (equivalent mean 
square displacements in all directions and layers), the presence of systematic errors of this size 
seem possible. Therefore it is reasonable to assume a large uncertainty in effective Debye 
temperatures derived from ion scattering spectroscopies. 
In short, values reported as surface Debye temperatures in LEED studies are in reality a 
complex weighted average of the layers near the surface. The weight of subsurface layers 
depends on the electron energies used; values arrived at with lower electron energies are more 
heavily weighted towards the surface characteristics.  Similarly, ion-scattering deduced values are 
also a complex weighted average of the first several layers’ properties. All reported values have 
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large uncertainties due to both experimental and analytical reasons.  All of this needs to be kept in 
mind when examining experimentally reported values. 
Given the large discrepancies in the reported values and the large uncertainties present in 
the experimental studies, what is the correct way to compare the experimental values to the EAM 
calculated values?  Ideally, one would use the layer resolved mean square amplitudes calculated 
via EAM along with structure factor, scattering potentials and scattering cross section to calculate 
the weighted average measured through LEED and ion scattering investigations.  This calculation 
would be exceedingly complex and is beyond the scope of the current work. Instead, in order to 
get a sense of the impact probing subsurface layers has on the measured Debye temperature, 
Table XXI and XXII include a mean Debye temperature of the first two layers and first four 
layers in addition to the actual directional surface Debye temperatures.  Due to the assumptions in 
the ion scattering spectra analysis and that the measurement is sensitive primarily to the first two 
layers, I recommend comparing ion spectroscopy derived surface Debye temperatures to the two-
layer EAM Debye temperature average in all directions. Similarly, it is not unreasonable to 
expect the LEED values to lie in a range between the two- and four-layer mean of the appropriate 
EAM calculated directional Debye temperature.  Where it lies should depend on the energy of the 
electrons. 
The EAM calculations for the Na(110) surface compare very favorably with the only 
experimental investigation. The average Debye temperature measured by Andersson et al. [124] 
was 110K, very close to the 113K EAM average of the first two layers.  Agreement for the 
Cu(100) surface is not as good.  Based on the EAM predicted values, one would expect a LEED 
effective Debye temperature to fall between 240 and 280K, in contrast to the reported value of 
230±10K. Agreement is mixed for the Cu(110) surface; ion scattering experiments disagree, 
reporting effective Debye temperatures of 205 and 250 K.  The two-layer average EAM Debye 
temperature is 246 K. 
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The large amount of experimental data for the Ni surfaces (often in apparent 
disagreement) complicates comparisons between experimental and EAM Debye temperatures. If 
one ignores the 283K LEED derived value on the Ni(100) surface because of the questionable 
analysis (detailed previously) and the 272K  LEED derived value on the Ni(111) surface because 
it conflicts with the 222K value subsequently reported by the same authors, things become 
somewhat simplified. Measurements by Mroz et al. and MacRae indicate an effective 
perpendicular surface Debye temperature near 220K for all Ni surfaces. All other experimental 
values suggest a perpendicular Debye temperature between 300 and 350K, in proximity to the 
accepted value of 335K [107, 117]. The 335 K value appears consistent with the current EAM 
calculated Debye temperatures, while the 220K value is not. 
It is impossible to conclusively decide which value is right without a much more detailed 
analysis into how strongly subsurface layers are weighted in LEED and ion scattering 
experiments. My hypothesis is LEED measurements are more sensitive to subsurface vibrations 
than authors generally suggest. As a result, the majority of LEED measurements report an 
effective Debye temperature that is much higher than the actual surface Debye temperature. This 
hypothesis is supported by the experimental results reported for the Ni(110) surface by MacRae 
[128, 129]. MacRae measured an effective perpendicular Debye temperature of 310K for this 
surface in 1962 using an electron beam energy of 150 eV. Two years later, in order to more 
accurately characterize surface vibrations and anisotropies, he measured the same surface with a 
beam energy of 35-40 eV and derived an effective perpendicular surface Debye temperature of 
220K. The earlier measurement resulted in a much higher Debye temperature because atomic 
vibrations in layers below the surface heavily influenced the measurement due to higher electron 
energies. 
The difference between the EAM results and MacRae’s 220K value may be a result of 
anharmonicity. Anharmonic effects are not included in the EAM calculation. The LEED 
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measurements are typically performed in a temperature range between the metal’s bulk Debye  
temperature and twice the bulk Debye temperature.  Bulk mean square amplitude Debye 
temperatures that are derived using the harmonic approximation differ substantially (~7%) from 
experimental measurements over this temperature range, as can be seen in Fig. 21 for Na. This 
divergence can be larger in other metals, such as Cu [136]. The divergence from harmonic EAM 
calculations and physical reality in this temperature range should be larger on the surface than in 
the bulk due to the larger mean square amplitude of surface atoms (lower surface Debye 
temperature). Further supporting this hypothesis is experimental work on the Cu(100) surface that 
suggests vibrational amplitudes have significant anharmonicity at elevated temperatures [136]. 
If this hypothesis is correct, the EAM agreement with most LEED measurements is not 
indicative of the model’s predictive power, but rather a misleading result due to the inclusion of 
many subsurface layers; the subsurface layer’s smaller mean square amplitudes masks the larger 
amplitude of the surface atoms’ vibrational motion. It is more reasonable to expect 
 
 
FIG. 21. Mean square amplitude Debye temperature for bulk Na.  The black line is an EAM 
calculation from the WBR model described in Ch. 3, while the red circles are from an 
experimental x-ray study by Field and Bednarz [137]. 
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agreement between the ion-scattering derived effective Debye temperatures and the two-layer 
average of the EAM calculated directional Debye temperatures. Scattering experiments are 
generally conducted at room temperature, which is below the bulk Debye temperature of both Cu 
and Ni. At this temperature anharmonicity will be less significant.  
5.5. Conclusion 
Agreement with experiment indicates the currently constructed EAM program is a 
reliable tool that provides accurate results. The EAM models for Cu, Ni, Al, Li, Na, K, Rb, and 
Cs are capable of predicting surface relaxations that are consistent with both first principles 
calculations and experimental values. The qualitatively correct description of surface relaxation 
indicates the proposed EAM models are able to accurately account for the modification of forces 
experienced by an atom in proximity to the surface.  Experimentally measured surface vibrational 
modes on the Cu(111), Cu(100), Ni(100), and Al(100) surfaces are consistent with EAM 
predicted dispersion curves with contour plots indicating the localization of a given mode in the 
first two layers. In general, agreement between experimental −2 surface Debye temperatures and 
EAM predictions is mixed. A direct comparison between EAM predictions and many LEED 
measurements may not be valid because the EAM model does not include anharmonic effects, 
which are likely to be important at the temperatures the LEED experiments were conducted.  
However, room temperature ion scattering experiments on the Ni and Cu surfaces have yielded 
effective surface Debye temperatures consistent with the EAM model’s calculations.  Overall, the 
EAM predictions presented in this chapter compare favorably to available experimental data, 
lending credibility to the EAM predictions.  
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CHAPTER 6 
6. VIBRATIONAL MODES AND RESONANCES OF METAL SURFACES: THE IMPACT 
OF SURFACE GEOMETRY AND RELAXATION 
The vibrational behavior of atoms near a surface is drastically different than the behavior 
of bulk atoms because of lower atomic coordination, reduced symmetry, and a redistribution of 
electronic charge. A detailed understanding of surface vibrations is necessary for many scientific 
tasks. Vibrational structure impacts the interpretation of a number of experimental techniques that 
are used to study solids and their surfaces, including low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), 
core level photoemission spectroscopy [14], optical second harmonic generation [15], high- 
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy [16], and atom and ion scattering [117], among 
others. 
For these reasons, there have been a large number of experimental [16, 21, 26, 27, 126, 
138-140] and theoretical [25, 41, 42] studies into the dynamics at metal surfaces.  However there 
are still fundamental gaps in our knowledge. There have been no experimental measurements of 
phonon dispersion curves for any alkali metal surface. While there have been several limited and 
somewhat contradictory theoretical investigations of the (100) and (110) surface of Na and Li, 
there have been no such examinations for K, Rb, and Cs. Additionally, it is still not entirely clear 
what role  surface geometry and coordination plays in vibrational phenomena. The impact surface 
relaxation has on the vibrational behavior of near surface atoms is disputed [16]. 
The EAM allows for a comprehensive profiling of the vibrational behavior on many 
different metal surfaces. The ability to examine a large number of systems with only minor model 
changes allows for the observation of relationships between surface geometry, relaxation, and 
vibrational properties. Additionally, Ch. 5 demonstrated the EAM models presented in this thesis 
can quantitatively predict vibrational phenomena in the harmonic temperature regime.   
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In this chapter, I present the results of a comprehensive examination of the surface 
dynamics of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Cu, Al, and Ni. The surface dispersion curves, layer resolved 
density of states, and layer resolved directional Debye temperatures of Li, Na, and Cu are 
presented in order to characterize the vibrational structure of these metal surfaces. Finally, the 
characteristics and origin of localized vibrational modes of the surface and subsurface layers are 
discussed. Several universal trends are observed in the layer resolved vibrational density of states 
of all examined metal surfaces.  These universal trends are explained using a simple 1D linear 
chain model.  
 
6.1. Motivation 
6.1.1. Problems with Past Theoretical Investigations 
Over the last twenty years, first principles calculations have proven to be very successful 
at accurately characterizing the dynamics of a variety of metal surfaces [16, 31, 41, 42, 141]. 
Because of the simple electronic structure of Na, some the earliest first principles calculation of 
surface phonons examined the (100) and (110) surfaces of Na [31, 142]. However, because they 
were among the first such investigations, the first principles calculations are less sophisticated 
than current methods and modern computers allow for, and some of the results are questionable. 
For example, Rodach and Bohnen’s use of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem to characterize the 
Na(110) surface resulted in surface force constants that were significantly stiffer than in the bulk, 
causing a longitudinal surface mode above the bulk bands.  This is a surprising result because the 
Na(110) surface only displays a small amount of relaxation (Ch. 5). Two first principles studies 
[32, 142] of the Na(100) surface are mostly in agreement, but there are some discrepancies.  
An EAM investigation into the surface dynamics of Li and Na was conducted by 
Sklyadneva et al. [28] in order to remedy the lack of results for Li, as well as investigate the 
effects that surface relaxation has on the vibrational modes. However the EAM model they used 
provided questionable results for relaxation, predicting 5% and 8% expansions for the (100) 
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surfaces of Li and Na, respectively. Metal surfaces typically display an inward contraction of the 
first layer [106] because of the reduced charge density at the surface. The only experimental 
investigation of alkali metal relaxation indicated a slight contraction of the Na (110) surface 
[124]. There have been two density functional theory calculations [106, 111] and a pseudo-
potential calculation [31] that indicate an inward contraction for the (110), (100), and (111) 
surfaces for all alkali metals, with the exception of Li (100). Additionally, the EAM model used 
by Sklyadneva et al. did not predict bulk phonon dispersion curves well, with some phonon 
frequencies predicted to be 10% higher than neutron scattering experiments suggest [56]. The 
accurate prediction of bulk dispersion curves is important for surface dynamics calculations (Ch. 
3-5). 
In short, there is significant justification for a more detailed and careful examination of 
the Li and Na (100) and (110) surfaces. Previous to this investigation there have been no 
vibrational studies of the Li and Na (111) surfaces, or any of the K, Rb, and Cs surfaces. Studying 
more open surfaces like the (111) can help provide additional insight into general relationships 
between surface vibrational dynamics and surface coordination. 
6.1.2. Surface Debye Temperatures 
One of the insights the Debye model provides is that, regardless of how complex a 
metal’s real density of states is, the qualitative behavior of a solid’s thermodynamic properties 
can be found with a crude estimation of the density of states function. In Chapter 3, I showed in 
order to correctly characterize the thermodynamic properties of metals, one simply needed to 
accurately describe the low-frequency density of states; the part of the spectrum that is Debye-
like. Because phonons play an important role in a wide variety of solid state phenomena, and 
because the density of states can be semi-accurately estimated with a Debye temperature, the use 
of Debye temperatures in experimental interpretation and theoretical calculations is 
commonplace. A few examples of their importance to surface science include the estimation of 
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electron-phonon coupling parameters in metal surfaces [22, 30], surface core-level broadening 
[14], interpretation of LEED and Reflected High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) [107], 
and interpretation of surface atom and ion scattering experiments [116-118]. Despite the 
importance of surface Debye temperatures, there are no high-quality theoretical calculations of 
these values [35]. Additionally, the anisotropic character of surface vibrations is often ignored 
[116-119]. A comprehensive set of accurate surface Debye temperatures will assist future efforts 
to accurately incorporate the impact surface vibrations have on surface characteristics and 
physical interactions.  
6.1.3. Surface and Subsurface Phonon Modes and Resonances 
There has been a large amount of theoretical investigation into the fundamental 
characteristics of surface phonons over the last 20 years corresponding with the development of 
experimental techniques capable of measuring the surface phonon dispersion curves. A general 
framework for the understanding and interpretation of surface phonons was originally developed 
by Allen, Alldredge, and deWette [143-145]. It consists of viewing the surface vibrations as a 
perturbation to the one longitudinal and two transverse bulk phonon bands. The truncation of the 
crystal is a first order perturbation on these phonon bands, while a change in the surface force 
constants is a second order perturbation on these bands. These perturbations of the bulk bands can 
result in two types of surface vibrational phenomena. The first is a surface mode. A surface mode 
is a vibrational mode that is highly localized in the surface and is either located in a gap between 
bulk bands, below the bulk bands, or in a bulk band with an orthogonal polarization to the surface 
mode, making it unable to couple. The second type of surface phenomena is called a surface 
resonance, occurring when the perturbation effects of the surface cause an enhancement of the 
spectral density localized on the surface. Essentially, the surface mode lies in a spectral region 
occupied by bulk modes that are not orthogonal to it, and the modes mix. These two types of 
surface vibrational phenomena have been observed experimentally [139] and predicted 
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theoretically [144, 145]. The origin of these modes and the roles the bulk modes and surface 
geometry play in determining their behavior is generally understood.  
The basic characteristics of vibrational modes localized in the second layer are not as 
clearly understood and defined. An early success of EAM was correctly characterizing the surface 
phonons and resonances of the Cu(111) surface and explaining the experimental observation of 
an anomalously low longitudinal resonance observed by HAS and EELS [24]. The explanation 
involved properly describing the interaction between vibrational modes localized in the surface 
and in the first underlayer. Recent DFPT calculations [16] on Al and Cu have confirmed EAM’s 
predictions and attempted to describe the nature of the modes localized in the first underlayer.  
The descriptions of these modes are not satisfactory and are somewhat confusing. Chis et 
al. describe localized modes in the layer below the surface as subsurface optical resonances due 
to surface relaxation and charge redistribution at the surface [21, 25]. Furthermore, they draw an 
analogy to Lucas modes [146], which are optic surface modes present on the surfaces of diatomic 
crystals, and claim these localizations will not appear without a difference between the force 
constants of the surface and the bulk. These assertions appear to be somewhat speculative and not 
obvious from the presented results. Evidence supporting or discrediting these claims could be 
supplied by an alternative calculation that neglected surface relaxation and changes to the surface 
force constants, but no such calculation is provided. An alternative characterization of subsurface 
vibrational behavior comes from Rocca et al. who conducted an in depth analysis of similar 
modes on a Ni(100) surface using a force constant model and experimental EELS measurements. 
The authors refer to them as surface resonances corresponding to high densities of bulk phonons 
which occur, e.g., at the threshold of the bulk bands. No further elaboration into their nature is 
given. Despite the important role of these modes in surface dynamics, a survey of the literature 
gives a muddled view on their fundamental nature and origin. The specific roles the surface 
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geometry, bulk phonons, and inter-layer relaxation play in the behavior of subsurface vibrations 
needs examination and clarification.  
6.2. Results: Vibrational Structure of Metal Surfaces 
The vibrational structure of the (100), (110), (111), and (211) alkali metal surfaces and 
the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces of Cu and Ni have been characterized using the EAM models 
described in Ch. 3-5.  The characterization of these surface’s vibrational properties includes the 
calculation of surface phonon dispersion curves, layer resolved vibrational density of states, and 
direction and layer resolved frequency moment Debye temperatures. In this section, the results 
for the Li, Na, and Cu surfaces are presented. Additionally, there is a small discussion concerning 
the errors and limits associated with my slab calculation. The subsequent section discusses 
general trends and specific phenomena of the Li, Na, and Cu surfaces.  
The surfaces of Na, K, Rb, and Cs all displayed nearly identical qualitative surface 
vibrational features.  Because the results for Na are representative of the K, Rb, and Cs, only the 
results for the Na surface are presently shown. Similarly, the results for Cu and Ni are very 
qualitatively similar, and so only the Cu results are presented.   
All surfaces were characterized with spacing between planes fixed at bulk positions 
(unrelaxed), as well as relaxed, to minimize the total energy of the slab.  There were only slight 
differences between the Na relaxed and unrelaxed surfaces. Therefore for the Na(100), (111), and 
(211) surfaces, only the relaxed dispersion curves are presented.    
6.2.1. Lithium and Sodium Surface Results 
In order to characterize the behavior of the surface and subsurface modes, the surface 
phonon dispersion curves have been plotted in the high-symmetry directions of the appropriate 
surface Brillouin zone. Included in the dispersion curves is a contour plot of the spectral 
intensities of the first, second, third, and fourth layer’s longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear 
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vertical components of the slab’s vibrational modes. These plots illustrate the localization of a 
vibrational mode in a particular layer. The colors used in contour plots to indicate the amplitude 
of localization in a given layer are defined in Fig 22. The color of a mode on the dispersion 
curves indicates the value of  þ,' for that mode in the ith direction and layer m (m = 1,2,3,4).  
For example a mode with 0.1 < þ,' < 0.15 will be highlighted with yellow, a mode with 
0.2 < þ,' < 0.25 will be highlighted with green, etc. 
A comparison of the unrelaxed and relaxed phonon dispersion curves of Li(100), (110), 
(111), and (211) surfaces, as well as the layer resolved density of states, are shown in Figs. 23-38. 
The dispersion curves for the unrelaxed and relaxed Na (110) surface are shown in Figures 39-41.  
The layer resolved density of states for both relaxed and unrelaxed Na(110) surfaces are shown in 
Fig. 42.  The Na(100), (211), and (111) relaxed surface dispersion curves, along with layer-
resolved density of states for both relaxed and unrelaxed surfaces are shown in Figures 43- 54.  
The layer-resolved and direction-resolved frequency moment Debye temperatures have been 
calculated for the relaxed and unrelaxed Li and Na surfaces and are shown in Tables XXIII - 
XXVI, respectively. These were found by calculating the vibrational frequencies associated with 
a grid of k-space points evenly distributed across the irreducible piece of each surface’s Brillouin 
zone. The frequency moment Debye temperatures are defined in Eq. (5-1). The x and y directions 
are defined in Fig. 55. 
The lower-frequency moment Debye temperatures have a higher error associated with 
them because of the higher weight given to the small frequencies associated with long wavelength  
 
FIG. 22.  Legend for dispersion curves with the spectral intensity of the polarization components 
of the slab’s vibrational modes projected onto the first, second, third, and fourth layers.  This 
legend applies to Figs. 23-54, 58-68, 70-72 and 75.  
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FIG. 23. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (SL-3), and fourth 
(L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 24. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and 
fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 25. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and 
fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 26. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 41 layer 
(110) lithium slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and 
red curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
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FIG. 27. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (100) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth 
(L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 28. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (100) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and 
fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 29. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (100) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and 
fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 30. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 61 layer 
(100) lithium slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and 
red curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
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FIG. 31. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (211) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth 
(L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 32. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (211) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and 
fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 33. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (211) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and 
fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 34. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 71 layer 
(211) Li slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
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FIG. 35. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (111) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth 
(L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 36. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (111) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and 
fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 37. Dispersion curves of an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Li slab with 51 
layers and (111) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), fourth 
(SV-4), and fifth (SV-5) surface layers. 
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FIG. 37. (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 38. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 101 
layer (111) Li slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, 
and red curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, 
respectively. 
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FIG. 38. (continued) 
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FIG. 39. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Na slab 
with 51 layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the 
slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and 
fourth (L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 40. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Na slab 
with 51 layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of 
the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-
3), and fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 41. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Na slab 
with 51 layers and (110) surfaces. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the 
slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and 
fourth (L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 42. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 41 layer 
Na(110) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
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FIG. 43. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(100) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto 
the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth (L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 44. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(100) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 45. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(100) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 46. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 61 layer 
Na(100) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively.  
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FIG. 47. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(211) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto 
the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth (L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 48. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed sodium (211) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 49. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(211) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 50. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 71 layer 
Na(211) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
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FIG. 51. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(111) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected onto 
the first (L-1), second (L-2), third (L-3), and fourth (L-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 52. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(111) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), third (SH-3), and fourth (SH-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 53. Phonon dispersion curves for a relaxed Na(111) slab with 51 layers. The spectral 
intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s vibrational modes have been projected 
onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), third (SV-3), and fourth (SV-4) surface layers. 
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FIG. 54. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 101 
layer Na(111) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, 
and red curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, 
respectively. 
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modes. At long wavelengths there are surface modes with large penetration depths that will be 
strongly impacted by the finite thickness of the slab. Thus, calculations based on slab-shaped 
crystals are not valid in this limit. Because the ΘÙ(−3) temperature is nearly entirely determined 
by modes in the long wavelength limit, it is not presented. The penetration of surface modes into 
a slab can be seen in Fig. 56, where the localization of the Rayleigh mode on an unrelaxed 
Na(110) surface is displayed. Even at fairly short wavelengths, the mode still penetrates more 
than 10 layers deep. Closer to Γ the surface mode penetrates all the way through the slab. The 
error caused by the slab’s finite thickness was minimized by increasing the slab thickness and 
increasing the reciprocal space grid size until the Debye temperatures at the surface and middle of 
the slab converged to a constant value. A grid of 1600 reciprocal space points across the 
irreducible section of the surface Brillouin zone on a slab 30 times thicker than the bulk lattice 
parameter was found to be sufficient for convergence (Fig. 57) for most systems.   Two criteria 
defined convergence. The first criterion, used to determine the number of reciprocal points 
sampled, was that a 10% decrease in the number of reciprocal space points sampled resulted in 
less than 1% change to any surface layer Debye temperature. The second criterion for 
convergence, used to determine the slab thickness, was for the ΘÙ(−2) of the middle slab layer to 
 
    
FIG. 55. The definition of x and y in this investigation on the (110), (100) and (111) surfaces. The 
black circles are atoms in the first surface; the dark blue dots represent atoms in the layer below 
the surface, while the light blue dots represent atoms in the third layer. 
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be within 5% of the bulk value.  Convergence could not be reached for the –2 and 0 frequency 
moment Debye temperatures for bcc slabs with (211) surfaces. Therefore, Debye temperatures for 
the (211) surface are not included in Tables XXIII - XXVI. 
6.2.2. Face Centered Cubic Surface Results 
To characterize the impact of relaxation, a comparison of the unrelaxed and relaxed 
phonon dispersion curves in the high-symmetry directions of Cu on the (100), (110), (111) 
surfaces, as well as layer resolved density of states are shown in Figs. 58-69. The Cu surfaces 
presented here are representative of the vibrational behavior of fcc metal surfaces.  Just as with Li 
and Na, the Cu slab phonon dispersion curves are plotted with a contour plot of the spectral 
intensities of the first, second, and third layer longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical   
 
 
FIG. 56. Penetration of surface modes into the interior of an unrelaxed Na(110) slab. On the left 
side are the dispersion curves of an unrelaxed slab, highlight the modes that have a high z-
amplitude on the surface. On the right side are plots displaying how the amplitude in the z 
direction is distributed in the slab for two different wave vectors of the Rayleigh mode 
(highlighted with a red dot on the dispersion curves).  
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FIG. 57.  Surface (red) and middle layer (black) –2 Debye temperatures for an unrelaxed Na(100) 
slab as a function of the slab thickness (left side) and number of k-space points sampled (right 
side). 
 
TABLE XXIII. Li unrelaxed layer and directionally resolved frequency moment Debye 
temperatures for the (110), (100), and (111) surfaces.  n labels the nth frequency moment Debye 
temperature. 
           Layer n  (110)   (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 
–2 283 267 239  223 240  193 236 
0 345 308 265  241 269  211 263 
2 378 338 290  267 301  250 296 
           
2 
–2 309 294 271  272 261  234 235 
0 369 361 353  352 349  321 275 
2 394 394 395  395 393  375 312 
           
3 
–2 317 306 290  293 276  270 249 
0 367 366 364  362 354  355 289 
2 394 394 394  394 389  391 320 
           
4 
–2 320 312 300  303 292  291 272 
0 367 367 366  365 364  368 357 
2 394 394 394  394 394  397 398 
           
            
components of the slab’s vibrational modes. These plots illustrate the degree to which a 
vibrational mode of the slab is localized in a particular layer. Finally, the layer-resolved and 
direction-resolved frequency moment Debye temperatures [Eq. (5-1)] have been calculated for  
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TABLE XXIV. Li relaxed layer and directionally resolved frequency moment Debye 
temperatures for the (110), (100), and (111) surfaces. n labels the nth frequency moment Debye 
temperature. 
           Layer n  (110)   (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 
–2 273 268 240  238 242  200 295 
0 342 317 277  258 273  265 340 
2 377 353 320  298 317  295 395 
           
2 
–2 300 288 269  307 287  222 285 
0 361 365 366  368 354  387 318 
2 392 407 419  424 412  439 358 
           
3 
–2 317 304 289  317 295  233 285 
0 368 367 364  363 350  394 293 
2 395 395 394  396 388  424 311 
           
4 
–2 320 311 300  323 320  239 326 
0 367 367 366  364 366  377 421 
2 394 394 394  393 395  393 481 
           
           
 
 
TABLE XXV. Na unrelaxed layer and directionally resolved frequency moment Debye 
temperatures. n labels the nth frequency moment Debye temperature. 
           Layer n  (110)   (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 
–2 125 116 104  101 109  91 106 
0 146 129 110  105 117  95 114 
2 158 140 120  114 127  107 125 
           
2 
–2 137 130 120  121 115  109 104 
0 156 153 149  147 145  137 115 
2 165 165 164  163 162  156 129 
           
3 
–2 140 136 129  131 124  123 110 
0 156 156 155  154 152  151 122 
2 166 166 166  166 164  164 133 
           
4 
–2 142 139 134  135 131  131 121 
0 156 156 156  155 155  155 149 
2 166 166 166  166 165  166 164 
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TABLE XXVI. Na relaxed layer and directionally resolved frequency moment Debye 
temperatures.  n labels the nth frequency moment Debye temperature. 
           Layer n  (110)   (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 
–2 126 117 106  102 110  101 113 
0 147 131 112  105 118  105 126 
2 158 142 125  115 129  116 139 
           
2 
–2 138 130 121  122 115  120 97 
0 156 154 152  149 145  148 113 
2 166 167 168  165 163  166 131 
           
3 
–2 141 136 130  131 124  131 107 
0 156 156 155  155 152  158 119 
2 166 166 165  167 165  170 129 
           
4 
–2 142 139 134  135 132  134 125 
0 156 156 156  155 156  154 162 
2 166 166 166  165 166  163 178 
           
            
the unrelaxed Cu surfaces and are shown in Tables XXVII. Similar Debye temperatures for the 
relaxed Cu and Ni surfaces are shown in Tables XXVII-XXIX. 
6.3. Discussion 
This section identifies vibrational features that are universal to metal surfaces and 
explains their ubiquitous nature. As discussed previously, surface vibrations are the result of two 
perturbations on bulk phonon bands.  
The first perturbation is the truncation of the crystal.  This truncation is primarily 
responsible for the vibrational characteristics of atoms near a surface. The changes in vibrational 
behavior due to truncation can be understood by considering three things: the vibrational behavior 
of a 1-D chain of harmonic oscillators, the bulk dispersion curves in the direction perpendicular to 
a surface, and the atomic coordination of near-surface atoms.  
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FIG. 58. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(100) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational 
modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), and third (L-3) surface layers. 
 
 
The second perturbation on the bulk phonon bands is the modification of interatomic 
force constants due to nonequilibrium charge density and relaxation.  This perturbation is closely 
connected to interlayer relaxation near the surface. Usually relaxation causes force constants 
between atoms to stiffen, resulting in higher vibrational frequencies. The impact of stiffening on 
L-1 
L-2 
L-3 
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the vibrational characteristics depends largely on the surface geometry, as well as the particular 
properties of the metal. It can cause new surface modes and resonances, or cause surface 
vibrations to be more strongly coupled to the vibrations of bulk atoms.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 59. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(100) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), and third (SH-3) 
surface layers. 
SH-1 
SH-2 
SH-3 
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FIG. 60. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(100) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), and third (SV-3) 
surface layers. 
 
 
 
6.3.1. Vibrational Features of Metal Surfaces: Insight from a Simple Model. 
The qualitative features observed in the surface phonon dispersion curves of Cu are 
consistent with past experimental [16, 139] and theoretical [21, 25] studies of other fcc metal  
SV-1 
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FIG. 61. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 61 layer 
Cu(100) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
 
surfaces with the same geometry. For example, the modes with a large amplitude in the first two 
layers of the Cu(100) slab (modes highlighted with yellow Fig. 58-60) are in the same regions of 
the frequency spectrum as the modes Chis et al. observed to have a large amplitude in the first 
two layers of an Al(100) slab [25]. Near the zone center are two frequency regions that contain 
the majority of the second layer’s shear vertical vibrational motion. One yellow band is across the 
highest frequency modes of the slab, while the other is across the lowest-frequency modes of the 
slab. Similarly, there are two yellow bands of modes that contain the second layer’s 
1 
2 
3 
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FIG. 62. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(111) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational 
modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), and third (L-3) surface layers. 
 
longitudinally and shear-horizontally polarized vibrational motion.  
These common features are present in the EAM result for all examined fcc(100) surfaces 
(Cu, Ni, and Al) regardless of whether the surface is allowed to relax or not, which discredits 
Chis et al.’s claim the vibrational behavior of subsurface atoms are a result of surface relaxation 
and charge  redistribution [25]. In fact, these same general features are present if the embedding  
L-1 
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FIG. 63. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(111) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), and third (SH-3) 
surface layers. 
 
energy is omitted from the EAM calculation entirely. Omitting the embedding energy from the 
calculation turns it into a simple force constant model that only takes reduced coordination into 
account. This suggests that it is the reduced coordination that causes the second layer’s atoms to 
have vibrations distributed into two frequency bands, and not an effect of the reduced charge or  
SH-1 
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FIG. 64. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(111) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), and third (SV-3) 
surface layers. 
 
charge  redistribution at the surface. 
Attenuation plots display how the amplitude of a mode in a given direction is distributed 
throughout the crystal, and can be used to identify surface modes and resonances. Figure 70 is an 
attenuation plot of a mode that falls in the high-shear-vertical band of the second layer in an 
unrelaxed Na(110) slab. Fig. 70 clearly shows that the mode is distributed throughout the slab, 
SV-1 
SV-2 
SV-3 
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FIG. 65. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 51 layer 
Cu(111) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
 
with a  high amplitude in the second layer. A plot of the attenuation curves for the same mode in   
a relaxed slab shows no significant changes and no visible increase in the localization of the mode 
to the second layer. For comparison, a plot of a Rayleigh surface mode can be seen in Fig. 56, and 
Fig. 70c shows the attenuation plot of a longitudinal surface resonance. These subsurface bands 
are not directly analogous to either of the vibrational-localization phenomena. These subsurface 
bands are not relaxation-induced localization; they are part of a more general trend observed on 
all metal surfaces.    
1 
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FIG. 66. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(110) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the longitudinal components of the slab’s vibrational 
modes have been projected onto the first (L-1), second (L-2), and third (L-3) surface layers. 
 
There is a striking similarity between all the dispersion curves of the different metal slabs 
in Figs. 23-53 and 58-68. The distribution of a layer’s modes into distinct bands of the frequency 
spectrum is not isolated to just a given polarization of the second layer. There is universal pattern 
in how the modes in each layer for a given polarization are distributed across the  metal’s  
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FIG. 67. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(110) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-horizontal components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SH-1), second (SH-2), and third (SH-3) 
surface layers. 
 
vibrational spectrum. In the surface layer, there is always one band of frequencies at the zone 
center that contain nearly all of the vibrational motion of the surface atoms for a given 
polarization. In the second layer there are always two bands that contain nearly all of the second 
layer’s vibrational motion for a given polarization. In the third layer there are always three bands. 
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FIG. 68. Phonon dispersion curves for an unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) Cu(110) 
slab with 51 layers. The spectral intensity of the shear-vertical components of the slab’s 
vibrational modes have been projected onto the first (SV-1), second (SV-2), and third (SV-3) 
surface layers. 
 
In the fourth layer there are always four bands. This ubiquitous behavior is highlighted in Fig. 71 
for the Na(100) surface. Near Γ there is one band of shear vertical modes at the surface, two 
bands in the second layer, and three bands in the third layer. There is an exact correspondence 
between the number of frequency bands an atom’s vibrations are localized to and the number of 
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FIG. 69. Layer-resolved density of states for unrelaxed (left side) and relaxed (right side) 51 layer 
Cu(110) slabs. The black curve represents the density of all states, while the blue, green, and red 
curves are the density of longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical states, respectively. 
 
layers between an atom and the surface. 
This correspondence continues deep into the slab. This trend is a universal behavior that 
is not directly related to the configuration of the atoms on the surface; it happens for all of the 
presently examined surface geometries.  The distribution of a layer’s vibrations into banded 
regions dominates the vibrational density of states in the closely packed fcc (111) and (100) and 
bcc (110) and (100) surfaces. This can be seen in Fig. 71 for a Na slab with (100) surfaces. High- 
density peaks in a layer’s density of states are aligned with the location of the frequency bands.   
1 
2 
3 
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TABLE XXVII. Layer and directionally resolved Debye temperatures of unrelaxed Cu slabs with 
(110), (100), and (111) surfaces.  n labels the nth frequency moment Debye temperature. 
           Layer n (110)  (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 –2 246 207 239  245 240  277 236 
 0 246 199 232  248 240  280 226 
 2 254 209 241  258 239  287 233 
           
2 –2 294 273 248  292 281  305 282 
 0 309 296 263  308 306  313 303 
 2 317 309 275  317 317  319 315 
           
3 –2 307 296 276  305 297  313 302 
 0 314 312 303  315 313  315 314 
 2 320 319 314  320 319  320 319 
           
4 –2 312 305 285  311 305  316 311 
 0 314 314 309  314 314  316 316 
 2 320 320 319  320 320  320 320 
           
Bulk –2 319         
 0 313         
 2 318         
           
  
 
TABLE XXVIII. Layer and directionally resolved Debye temperatures of relaxed Cu slabs with 
(110), (100), and (111) surfaces.  n labels the nth frequency moment Debye temperature. 
           Layer n (110)  (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 –2 251 217 246  250 242  279 243 
 0 253 213 247  252 250  284 237 
 2 263 227 262  263 246  291 247 
           
2 –2 297 283 245  295 282  306 286 
 0 315 311 263  310 308  316 312 
 2 323 325 278  321 324  322 325 
           
3 –2 307 298 280  306 297  313 302 
 0 314 312 315  314 313  315 314 
 2 320 320 330  320 320  320 319 
           
4 –2 312 305 285  310 304  316 311 
 0 314 314 310  314 314  316 316 
 2 320 320 319  319 319  320 320 
           
Bulk –2 319         
 0 313         
 2 318         
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TABLE XXIX. Layer and directionally resolved Debye temperatures of relaxed Ni slabs with 
(110), (100), and (111) surfaces.  n labels the nth frequency moment Debye temperature. 
           Layer n (110)  (100)  (111) 
  x y z  x-y z  x-y z 
           
1 –2 319 283 306  319 302  350 309 
 0 312 270 296  314 314  346 294 
 2 320 278 307  321 292  349 301 
           
2 –2 378 362 313  377 355  390 364 
 0 385 378 321  381 375  389 380 
 2 390 389 333  387 386  391 390 
           
3 –2 390 381 355  391 377  399 387 
 0 385 384 380  387 384  389 388 
 2 387 387 391  388 387  388 388 
           
4 –2 397 390 366  396 387  402 398 
 0 387 386 383  387 387  389 390 
 2 387 387 387  387 387  388 388 
           
Bulk –2 405         
 0 385         
 2 385         
           
 
 
 
The second layer atoms have a different density of states from bulk atoms, with two high-density 
regions corresponding to the two bands of modes observed in the dispersion curves. The third 
layer atom’s density of states more closely resembles the bulk atom’s density of states, but clearly 
has three frequency regions of high-density corresponding to the three bands of modes seen in the 
dispersion curves. 
In order to determine the origin of this phenomenon, the vibrational behavior of a one- 
dimensional chain of 51 Na atoms with free ends was examined. This system should closely 
resemble the behavior of a 51 layer slab at Γ, where entire planes of atoms move with the same 
phase and amplitude, and there is no mixing between vibrations polarized perpendicular and 
parallel to the surface. Each atom was connected to its nearest neighbor with a spring constant of  
h = 5.1 dynes/cm, an estimation of the interaction between (100) planes in bulk Na [36]. 
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The 1-D chain of harmonic oscillators gives incredible insight into the vibrational 
behavior of metal surfaces.  In Fig. 71 a comparison of the layer-resolved density of states for the 
1-D chain of Na oscillators and the layer-resolved density of states for Na(100) shows they are 
strikingly similar. The amplitude of vibration is centered on two frequency bands in the second 
 
 
 
FIG. 70. Dispersion curves and attenuation plots of a Na(110) relaxed and unrelaxed slab. On the 
left are dispersion curves for a relaxed (b) and unrelaxed (a,c) slab. On the right are attenuation 
plots for the modes highlighted with a red dot on the dispersion curves. The longitudinal mode 
highlighted in (c) is a clear surface resonance, while the shear-vertical polarized modes 
highlighted in (a) and (b) on relaxed and unrelaxed slabs are not localized modes but bulk modes 
distributed throughout the slab.  
(c) 
(b) 
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FIG. 71. Relationship between layer-dependent band localization and the layer-resolved density 
of states.  On the left are dispersion plots of a Na(100) surface with modes highlighted that have a 
high amount of shear vertical amplitude in the first (SV-1),  second (SV-2), and third (SV-3) 
layer. In the middle are the densities of shear-vertical modes for each layer (black line) in 
comparison to the bulk density of states (dashed red line). On the right are the atom-resolved 
density of states for a 1-D chain of Na atoms. 
  
layer of the linear chain, three bands for the third layer, and so forth. One can conclude the 
existence of the subsurface vibrational bands is a result of the proximity of the surface, and is not 
analogous to localization phenomena. The proximity to the surface results in an atom having 
different mode densities, but the modes themselves are unchanged; they are still bulk vibrational 
modes that are distributed throughout the entire slab. An important implication of this result is 
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one can gain an enormous amount of insight into the vibrational characteristics of a metal surface 
with a very simple 1-D model without the use of any advanced DFPT or EAM calculations. 
6.3.2. Impact of Surface Geometry on Vibrational Modes 
6.3.2.1. Surface Geometry and Vibrational Features 
The 1-D chain model clearly demonstrates the relationship between the number of high 
mode density bands and surface proximity. However it does not explain observed differences 
between unlike surface planes. A comparison of the dispersion curves between slabs with 
different surface planes shows the surface geometry affects where the high-mode density bands 
lie in the metal’s frequency spectrum. Figure 72 highlights the disparate behavior of differently 
polarized bands in the second layer of Na (110), (100), and (111) slabs. On the (110) surface the 
longitudinally polarized (L-2) bands at the zone center  Γ  are all very close together, between 0 
and 1 Thz, while on the (111) surface the longitudinally polarized bands are much further apart––
ranging from 0 and 4 Thz. On the (100) surface at the zone center, the frequency range of the 
subsurface bands are nearly the same as for the longitudinal, shear-horizontal, and shear-vertical 
polarizations. On the (111) surface the longitudinal and shear-horizontal polarized bands at the 
zone center are in the same frequency region, but in a different frequency range than the shear- 
vertical polarized band.  
The difference in bulk dispersion curves in the directions normal to the different surfaces 
is the source of the variation in behavior. The frequency spectrum of the slab can be viewed as 
the bulk vibrational spectrum across the 3-D bulk Brillouin zone projected onto the 2-D surface 
Brillouin zone, with first and second order perturbations causing surface modes and resonances. 
Thus, any one point in the 2-D surface reciprocal space will contain the bulk projected modes 
from a line in 3-D reciprocal space. For example, on the (110) surface, Γ will contain all the bulk 
modes that make up ΓN line in bulk reciprocal space. The shear-vertical polarized modes at Γ in 
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the slab correspond to longitudinally polarized modes in the [110] direction in the bulk.  Shear 
horizontal modes at Γ in the slab correspond to the higher bulk transverse mode in the [110] 
direction. The longitudinal modes at Γ correspond to the lower bulk transverse mode in the [110] 
 
 
 
FIG. 72.  Relationship between bulk dispersion curves in the direction perpendicular to a surface 
and the distribution of modes in the 2nd layer across the frequency spectra.  On the left are the 
dispersion curves in the x-direction for sodium slabs with (110), (100), and (111) surfaces, with 
modes highlighted that have  a large longitudinal, shear horizontal, and shear vertical amplitude 
in the second layer.  On the left are the bulk dispersion curves perpendicular to that surface.  The 
curves are labeled L, SH, and SV to indicate what polarization the modes have near the surface. 
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direction. In the [100] direction in the bulk, the transverse modes are degenerate. This results in 
the longitudinally and shear horizontal modes in the (100) slab at Γ being degenerate. Because the 
longitudinal branch in the [100] direction is only slightly higher than the transverse branches, the 
shear vertical polarized branches at Γ are in regions that are slightly above those of the other two 
polarizations.  In a similar manner, the bulk dispersion relation in the direction perpendicular to a 
surface will always predict how the bands will be spread across the zone center on that surface.  
While the general layer-dependent banded behavior can be observed in the dispersion 
curves of all metal surfaces presently examined, there are differences for the shear-vertical bands 
on bcc (111) and (211) surfaces, the longitudinal bands of bcc(211) surfaces, and the shear-
vertical bands on fcc(110) surfaces. These surfaces are less densely packed (Fig. 73) and have a 
smaller inter-layer spacing, so the bands are not as clearly defined.  
The impact of the bands being less distinctly defined on the layer resolved density of 
states for these systems is clear.  Figure 74 shows the density of shear vertical states for the third 
layer of the unrelaxed Na slabs. The third layer in the (110) and (100) slabs clearly show three 
 
FIG. 73. Top view of atomic arrangement on the bcc(110), (100), (211), (111) and fcc(111), 
(100), and (110) surfaces. The surfaces with the highest areal densities are on the left side. Black 
circles represent atoms on the surface, dark blue circles represent atoms in the second layer, and 
light blue circles represent atoms in the third layer.   
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high-density bands. The three high-density regions are less defined in the third layer of the (211) 
slab.  There is not a well-defined density region in the third layer of the (111) slab. This differing 
behavior on the (211) and (111) surfaces is a result of the surface resonance phenomena shown in  
 
FIG. 74. Third layer density of shear-vertical states for unrelaxed Na (110), (100), (211), and 
(111) slabs.  
(211) 
(111) 
(100) 
(110) 
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Fig. 75.  The existence of a resonance mode in a layer will often dominate the vibrational 
behavior of that layer.  
These types of resonances have been previously investigated and are a result of the non-
monotonic dispersion curves in the [111] and [211] directions in bcc metals, and the [110] 
direction in fcc metals [126, 147-150]. The local minimum in the dispersion relations causes in a 
very sharp peak in the density of states in the middle of the frequency spectrum (Fig. 76). Right 
below this high-density peak is a frequency range with a very low state density, called a pseudo-
gap. The reduced coordination of surface atoms results in softer vibrations, so on the surface the 
high-density peak is split off to a slightly lower frequency where the strong depletion of the 
projected density of states causes the mode to be resonant. Figure 77 shows this effect by 
comparing the density of shear-vertical states of Na(111) surface atoms to the density of 
longitudinal states in the [111] direction. In the pseudo-gap there is a very low density of bulk 
modes, so the surface phonons are only weakly coupled to the bulk vibrations. These localized 
resonances have been predicted to exist on all metal surfaces in which the bulk has a non- 
monotonic dispersion relation perpendicular to the surface direction [126, 147-150], and this 
calculation is further verification of that prediction. 
  
 
FIG. 75. On the left are the dispersion curves in the x-direction on a Na(211) relaxed slab with the 
high amplitude shear-vertical modes highlighted. On the right is the attenuation plot for the mode 
on the dispersion curve that is highlighted with a red dot. The modes near the red dot are a surface 
resonance due to their localization to layers near the surface of the slab. 
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FIG. 76. Non-monotonic longitudinal dispersion relationships for bulk Na and Cu in a direction 
normal to closely packed planes.  (a-c) is the non-monotonic longitudinal (black) and shear-
horizontal (blue) dispersion relation in the labeled directions.  (d-f) is the density of states for the 
curves in (a-e). 
 
 
FIG. 77. The relationship between the longitudinal density of states of Na in the [111] direction 
and the density of shear-vertical states for Na(111) surface atoms at the zone center.  The lack of 
coordination of Na(111) surface atoms causes a softening of the high density bulk modes at 1.7 
Thz, which causes the surface atoms to vibrate at frequency where the density of bulk modes is 
very low.  As a result, the surface vibrations are only weakly coupled to the bulk vibrations. 
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6.3.2.2. Surface Thermodynamic Properties 
The distribution of a layer’s modes into bands has a clear impact on the thermodynamic 
properties of the close-packed metal surfaces. For example, on the Na(100) surface, the high- 
frequency band in the second layer is at the top of Na’s frequency spectra (Fig.70). This causes 
the second layer n > 0 frequency moment Debye temperatures to be very close to bulk values 
(Fig. 78).  This is true for the Li and Cu close-packed surfaces as well (Figs. 79-80).  
The −1 frequency moment Debye temperature, largely determined by low-frequency 
vibrations, converges to the bulk value once there are enough bands located in the lower 
frequency regions of a metal’s spectra to approximate the low-frequency portion of the bulk 
density of states.  This occurs in the 5th layer on the bcc close-packed surfaces (100) and (110),  
 
  
 
FIG. 78. Sodium n = 2 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the (110), 
(100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on the left 
side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The green, black, red, and 
blue points indicate the (110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces, respectively. 
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FIG. 79. Lithium n = 2 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the (110), 
(100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on the left 
side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The green, black, red, and 
blue points indicate the (110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces, respectively. 
 
 
FIG. 80. Copper n = 2 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the (110), 
(100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on the left 
side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The black, green, and blue 
points indicate the (100), (111), and (110) surfaces, respectively. 
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and the 4th layer on the fcc close-packed surfaces (111) and (100), and can be seen in Figs. 81-83. 
There is a clear difference in how the –1 frequency moment Debye temperatures converge to the 
bulk value on the close-packed bcc(110), bcc(100), fcc(111), and fcc(100) surfaces versus the 
more open bcc(111), bcc(211), and fcc(110) surfaces. On the close packed surfaces, the Debye 
temperatures converge to bulk values more quickly as a function of layer, as one would expect 
given the greater interlayer spacing. Additionally, the bcc(100) and bcc(110)    –1 frequency 
moment Debye temperatures converge to the bulk value at the same rate as a function of distance 
from the surface (Figs. 80-81). 
The more open bcc(111), bcc(211), and fcc(110) surfaces converge to the bulk value at 
approximately the same average rate as the close packed surfaces (see Θ	vs. z plots in Figs. 81-
83), also reaching the bulk value at ~1nm from the surface.  However, rather than smoothly 
increasing, the layer-resolved Debye temperatures of the open surfaces increase in steps; groups  
 
FIG. 81.   Sodium n = –1 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the 
(110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on 
the left side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The green, black, 
red, and blue points indicate the (110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces, respectively. 
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FIG. 82. Li  n = –1 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the (110), 
(100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on the left 
side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The green, black, red, and 
blue points indicate the (110), (100), (211), and (111) surfaces, respectively. 
 
FIG. 83. Cu n = –1 surface frequency moment Debye temperature perpendicular to the (110), 
(100), (211), and (111) surfaces as a function of distance from the surface.  The plots on the left 
side are for unrelaxed slabs, while the right side is for relaxed slabs.  The black, green, and blue 
points indicate the (100), (111), and (110) surfaces, respectively. 
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of layers have similar Debye temperatures. For example, on the Na(111) unrelaxed surface (Fig. 
81) the first, second, and third layer have z-direction –1 frequency moment Debye temperatures 
that are 72, 72, and 77% of the bulk value, respectively. In the fourth layer the Debye temperature 
increases to 90% of the bulk value. On the Na(211) surface, the first and second layer Debye 
temperatures are at 70 and 72% of the bulk value, then increasing to 90% of the bulk value in the 
third layer. On the Cu(110) the first and second layer Debye temperatures are at 68 and 79% of 
the bulk value, while the third layer is at 94%. A similar behavior is observed for the n=2 
frequency moment Debye temperatures (Figs. 78-80). 
The layers that display a large increase in the z-directional –1 Debye temperature are the 
fourth layer on the Na(111) surface, the third layer on the Na(211) surface, and the third layer on 
the Cu(110) surface. These are the same layers at which the resonances on these surfaces 
disappear (Fig. 49, 53, and 68). The coordination of the atoms in these transitional layers is close 
to the coordination of a bulk atom. As a result, there is not a large enough perturbation on the 
bulk phonon branch to decouple the layer’s vibrations from the rest of the slab.  
Bulk bcc atoms have eight nearest neighbors and six nearest neighbors. The impact of a 
surface on a atom’s vibrational behavior is largely related to how many neighbors an atom has 
compared to a bulk atom. The very small differences in the directionally resolved Debye 
temperatures of the second layer in the Na(110) slab, third layer of the Na(100) slab, and fourth 
layer of the Na(111) slab can be attributed to all of the atoms in these layers being similar 
distances from the slab and having a similar number of neighbors. The second layer in the (110) 
slab, the third layer in the (100) slab, and the fourth layer in the (111) slab are all between 3 and 4 
angstroms from the surface.  The second layer in the (110) slab has all eight nearest neighbors 
and six second nearest neighbors. Third layer atoms in a (100) slab have eight nearest neighbors 
and five second nearest neighbors. The fourth layer in the (111) slab has eight nearest and six 
second nearest neighbors. 
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In addition to impacting the surface resonances and perpendicular Debye temperatures, 
the surface geometry and atomic coordination impacts the anisotropy of surface thermal 
properties. The calculated Debye temperatures for unrelaxed Na surfaces in Table XXV clearly 
show varying degrees of anisotropy on the different surfaces. The (111) surface atoms have a 
higher Debye temperature perpendicular to the surface than parallel to it. However, in the second 
layer of the (111) slab, the z-directional Debye temperatures are once again softer than the x-y 
directional Debye temperature. A similar behavior is seen on the (100) surface. This is in contrast 
to the (110) slab, where the Debye temperatures are higher parallel to the surface than 
perpendicular to it in all slab layers. The ΘÙ(−2) in the x-direction on 110 surfaces is very close 
to bulk value. On the (100) and (111) surfaces, this is not the case.  
This behavior can also largely be explained in terms of the atomic coordination of the 
surfaces. Tables XXX – XXXIII indicate where the first and second nearest neighbors of each 
layers atoms are for the bcc surfaces. The (111) and (100) surface atoms have four out of a 
possible eight nearest neighbors, none of which are in the surface layer. This results in the atoms 
vibrating at a higher frequency perpendicular to the surface than parallel to it. The (110) surface 
atoms have six nearest neighbors, four of which are in the surface layer, resulting in higher 
frequency vibrations in the surface plane than perpendicular to it. The atoms in the second layer 
of the (111) slab have seven out of eight possible nearest neighbors, and as a result the second 
layer xy-directional Debye temperature is much larger.  
Just as in the alkali metals, coordination is a significant factor in an fcc metal’s layer 
Debye temperatures. This can be seen by examining an atom at a comparable distance from the 
surface in each slab. The second, second, and third layers of the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces, 
respectively, have comparable Debye temperatures. Tables XXXIV– XXXVI show the neighbor 
locations of atoms in a fcc(100), fcc (110), and fcc(111) slab. An atom in the second layer of a 
(111) slab has all twelve of its nearest neighbors, as does an atom in the second layer of a (100) 
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slab. An atom in the third layer of an fcc(100) slab has eleven out of twelve nearest neighbors. 
Since all have nearly the same nearest neighbor coordination, one would expect the atom closest 
to the surface to display the smallest Debye temperatures. That is indeed what is observed with 
the (100) second layer atom having slightly smaller Debye temperatures than the (111) second 
layer atom. The atom with the highest Debye temperature is the (110) third layer atom, which is 
farther from the surface than the (100) and (111) second layer atoms. 
6.4. Effects of Relaxation 
While the general features of the layer-resolved vibrational density of states can mostly 
be explained by the first order perturbation caused by bulk truncation, second order pertubative  
TABLE XXX. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface and first under layer of a bcc(110) slab. 
    
(110) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NN 4 2  
Layer 2 atom’s NN 2 4 2 
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NNN 2 2  
Layer 2 atom’s NNN 2 2 2 
     
TABLE XXXI. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface first and second under layer of a bcc(100) slab. 
      
(100) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  Layer 4 Layer 5 
      Layer 1 atom’s NN  4    
Layer 2 atom’s NN 4  4   
Layer 3 atom’s NN  4  4  
      
Layer 1 atom’s NNN 4  1   
Layer 2 atom’s NNN  4  1  
Layer 3 atom’s NNN 1  4  1 
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TABLE XXXII. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface first and second under layer of a bcc(211) slab. 
      
(211) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  Layer 4 Layer 5 
      Layer 1 atom’s NN 2 2 1   
Layer 2 atom’s NN 2 2 2 1  
Layer 3 atom’s NN 1 2 2 2 1 
      
Layer 1 atom’s NNN  2 1   
Layer 2 atom’s NNN 2  2 1  
Layer 3 atom’s NNN 1 2  2 1 
       
TABLE XXXIII. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface first, second, and third under layer of a bcc(111) slab. 
       
(111) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6 
       Layer 1 atom’s NN  3  1   
Layer 2 atom’s NN 3  3  1  
Layer 3 atom’s NN  3  3  1 
Layer 4 atom’s NN 1  3  3  
       
Layer 1 atom’s NNN   3    
Layer 2 atom’s NNN    3   
Layer 3 atom’s NNN 3    3  
Layer 4 atom’s NNN  3    3 
        
 
TABLE XXXIV. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface and first under layer of a (111) slab. 
    
(100) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NN 4 4  
Layer 2 atom’s NN 4 4 4 
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NNN 4  1 
Layer 2 atom’s NNN  4  
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TABLE XXXV. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface and first under layer of a (100) slab. 
    
(100) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NN 6 3  
Layer 2 atom’s NN 3 6 3 
    
 Layer 1 atom’s NNN  3  
Layer 2 atom’s NNN 3  3 
 
TABLE XXXVI. The layer location of the nearest neighbors (NN) and next nearest neighbors 
(NNN) of an atom in the surface first and second under layer of a (110) slab. 
     
(100) Layer 1  Layer 2  Layer 3  Layer 4 
     Layer 1 atom’s NN 2 4 1  
Layer 2 atom’s NN 4 2 4 1 
    
 
Layer 1 atom’s NNN 2  2  
Layer 2 atom’s NNN  2  2 
     
 
effects, such as relaxation, are also important.  The changes in force constants near the surface 
due to charge redistribution and surface relaxation, can cause significant changes to the 
vibrational behavior of near surface atoms. Because relaxation tends to decrease interlayer 
spacing, relaxed surfaces generally have stiffer vibrations than unrelaxed surfaces. Stiffening of 
the modes can result in increased, reduced, or unchanged coupling between surface and bulk 
vibrations.   
The most common scenarios are for relaxation to not change or to reduce the localization 
of vibrational modes to the surfaces.  This is because relaxation causes a smaller perturbation than 
the bulk truncation does, and impacts the vibrations in competing ways. The bulk truncation 
softens the modes, while relaxation stiffens the modes.  This is observed on most of the close-
packed surfaces, such as Na(110), Na(100), Cu(111) and Cu(100). However, if interlayer 
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relaxation is considerable, it can cause a significant increase in the vibrational frequency of 
surface atoms.  In a similar way as the bulk truncation, this sometimes causes the atoms to vibrate 
at a frequency where there is a zero or small density of bulk modes, resulting in a reduced 
coupling between surface and bulk vibrations.  This occurs on the (111) surfaces of the alkali 
metals and all of the Li surfaces. 
The impact relaxation has on the vibrational modes of a slab is directly correlated to the 
areal density of atoms on that surface. The dispersion curves of the close packed bcc(110) 
surfaces changed the least, while the more open bcc(111) surfaces had the most dramatic changes 
after relaxation. There are two reasons that relaxation has a larger impact on the vibrational 
structure of more open surfaces. The first is more open surfaces tend to have more significant 
relaxations. This is caused by the reduced atomic coordination of atoms on open surfaces 
resulting in lower charge densities on the surface. Because being positioned on the surface results 
in the atoms being immersed in a charge density much lower than the equilibrium charge density, 
the surface atoms want to move inward, where the charge density is larger. The charge densities 
of atoms on the surface and subsurface layers of the (110), (100), (111), and (211) unrelaxed and 
relaxed slabs are shown in Table XXXVII. 
Large relaxation has an effect on both the pair potential and embedding energy’s  
contribution to the force constants. Higher charge densities of atoms on a relaxed surface result in 
TABLE XXXVII. The charge density of atoms in the first four layers of alkali metal (110), (100), 
(211), and (111) relaxed and unrelaxed slabs.  The EAM units for charge density are arbitrary. 
         
 (110) (100) (211) (111) 
Layer unrel. rel. unrel. rel. unrel. rel. unrel. rel. 
1 7.6 7.8 6.0 6.3 6.2 6.6 5.2 5.9 
2 10.4 10.6 10.0 10.3 9.0 9.2 8.2 8.8 
3 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.5 10.4 10.7 9.4 9.6 
4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.6 
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the embedding energy’s contribution being more bulk-like. However, having closer neighbors 
results in a stiffer pair potential contribution than in the bulk. This change in the pair-wise 
interaction of atoms is the second reason more open surfaces have more dramatic changes due to 
relaxation. As can be seen in Tables XXX – XXXVI, the majority of the nearest neighbors of 
atoms in the more open slabs are in the layers above or below them, not in the same layer. On the 
bcc(110) surface, four nearest neighbors of an atom are in the same layer as that atom. Their 
contribution to the force constants is unchanged by relaxation. On the bcc(111) surface none of 
the nearest neighbors or next nearest neighbors of an atom are in the plane. As a result any 
relaxation on the bcc(111) surface will change all of the nearest and next nearest neighbor pair-
wise interactions. 
Relaxation slightly impacts the Debye temperatures of the Na(110), and (100) surfaces 
(Tables XXV-XXVI). The Na(111) surface shows some significant changes, as would be 
expected upon inspection of the layer resolved density of states. An increase in the first layer 
Debye temperatures corresponds to the high-frequency modes having a higher density in the first 
layer after relaxation (Fig. 53). The perturbation caused by the truncation of the bulk is reduced 
by the relaxation induced stiffening, which increases the coupling of the surface resonance near 2 
Thz to bulk vibrations. 
The most interesting result of relaxation observed occurs in the fourth layer of the 
Na(111) surface. The alkali metal (111) surface is different from the other surfaces examined 
because of the fourth layer atoms are distant from the surface but close to relaxed layers.  Atoms 
in the fourth layer of a bcc(111) slab have 8/8 possible nearest neighbors and 6/6 possible next 
nearest neighbors: therefore, the truncation of the bulk does not soften the vibrational frequencies 
of this layer’s atoms. However, the significant relaxation that occurs on the alkali metal (111) 
surfaces results in one nearest neighbor, and all six of the next nearest neighbors, moving closer. 
Additionally, atoms in the fourth layer experience a higher charge density than bulk atoms 
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(Table XXXVII).  This results in a significant stiffening of the modes.  Similar to the way that the 
truncation of the bulk causes surface resonances, this stiffening causes the fourth layer atoms to 
vibrate at a frequency in which the bulk has a low density of states (Fig. 84).  As a result, the 
vibrations of atoms in the 4th layer are only weakly coupled to the rest of the atoms in the slab. 
Li displays abnormally large relaxations (Ch. 5) compared to other alkali metals.  As a 
result, the perturbation on the bulk phonon branches due to relaxation is larger than on other 
metals, causing surface and subsurface atoms to vibrate at frequencies above the bulk spectra.  On 
Li, all four surfaces displayed a surface or subsurface localized mode above the bulk bands. On 
the (100) and (110) surfaces, this localized mode appears above the bulk bands in a small region 
of k-space, shown in Fig. 23, 25, 28, and 29. As a result, on the (100) and (110) surfaces the xy 
direction ΘÙ(2) and the z-direction ΘÙ(2) increase, indicating an increase in the density of the 
high-frequency modes. The Debye temperatures on the (111) and (211) increase substantially 
more because the optic mode is present in all of k-space, not just a small region. 
 
FIG 84.  Relationship between the longitudinal density of states of Na in the [111] direction 
(black curve) and the density of shear-vertical states for a surface (blue curve) and 4th layer atom 
(red curve) in a relaxed Na(111) slab, at the zone center.  The stiffening of the modes in Na(111) 
subsurface atoms perturbs the high-density bulk modes at 3.5 Thz, which causes the surface 
atoms to vibrate at frequency where the density of bulk modes is very low (3.55 Thz).   
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The (111) surface Debye temperatures of Li are changed dramatically due to relaxation. 
The first and fourth layer shear-vertically polarized optic mode observed in the dispersion curves 
(Fig. 37) causes an increase in the first and fourth layer z-polarized ΘÙ(2) of 25 and 20%, 
respectively. The presence of highly localized modes clearly has a dramatic impact on the density 
of high-frequency states and the associated thermal properties. 
6.5. Conclusion 
The surface introduces two perturbations on the bulk phonon branches; reduced 
coordination and relaxation. Truncation is primarily responsible for most vibrational 
characteristics of atoms near a surface display. The changes in vibrational behavior due to 
truncation can be understood by the consideration of three things: the vibrational behavior of a 1-
D chain of harmonic oscillators, the bulk dispersion relation in the direction perpendicular to a 
surface, and the atomic coordination of near surface atoms.  
The second perturbation on the bulk phonon bands is the modification of interatomic 
force constants due to nonequilibrium charge density and relaxation.  This perturbation is closely 
connected to interlayer relaxation near the surface. Usually relaxation causes force constants 
between atoms to stiffen, resulting in higher vibrational frequencies. The impact of stiffening on 
the vibrational characteristics depends largely on the surface geometry, as well as the particular 
properties of the metal. It can cause new surface modes and resonances, or cause surface 
vibrations to be more strongly coupled to the vibrations of bulk atoms.   In the case of the alkali 
(111) surfaces and all of the Li surfaces, new localized vibrational modes are formed.  
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CHAPTER 7 
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
I have used the EAM in the construction of a MATLAB program that is capable of 
examining the vibrational behavior of a huge number of systems. The specific systems explored 
in this thesis are the bulk bcc metals Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, and Fe, the bulk fcc 
metals Ni, Cu, and Al, the (100), (110), (111), and (211) surfaces of the Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, and 
the (100), (110), and (111) surfaces of Ni and Cu.  
I have conducted a detailed and thorough review of existing EAM models and their 
ability to characterize bulk vibrational behavior. By slightly modifying the potentials proposed by 
Wang and Boercker, I have shown the ability of an EAM model to predict the vibrational 
properties of the bulk alkali metals in excellent agreement with experiment. Additionally, I used 
the WB construction procedure to create similar EAM potentials for the fcc metals.   
The present work remedies the lack of computational investigation into bcc metallic 
surfaces by performing lattice dynamics calculations of the (110), (100), (111), and (211) alkali 
metal surfaces.  Additionally, the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces of Cu and Ni were examined, 
providing data on surface vibrations for a large variety of surface geometries. I have identified 
general relationships between surface phonons, surface coordination and atomic density.  
Additionally, the current research provides an accurate set of surface Debye temperatures for 
these metal surfaces. 
The changes in vibrational behavior due to the truncation of the bulk near a surface can 
be understood by the consideration of three things: the vibrational behavior of a 1-D chain of 
harmonic oscillators, the bulk dispersion relation in the direction perpendicular to a surface, and 
the atomic coordination of near surface atoms. In general, relaxation causes force constants 
between atoms to stiffen, resulting in higher vibrational frequencies. The impact of stiffening on 
the vibrational characteristics depends largely on the surface geometry, as well as the particular 
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properties of the metal. It can cause new surface modes and resonances, or cause surface 
vibrations to be more strongly coupled to the vibrations of bulk atoms. 
The EAM program I wrote has a great deal of potential for future research investigations. 
With slight adjustments it could be used to study the lattice dynamics of bimetallic interfaces and 
thin-film systems, explore the changes in lattice dynamics that occur as a result of surface 
reconstruction, or examine the complex lattice dynamics of vicinal metal surfaces. Additionally, 
small changes to the constituent equations, such as adjusting the form of the pair potential and 
atomic density function, or adding a piece to the total energy that accounted for angular forces, 
could result in a more successful description of transition metals such as Fe, W, and Mo. I 
consider the construction of this scientific tool, and the substantial programming effort to make it 
robust, efficient, and flexible, to be a significant product of my research efforts. 
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